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ABSTRACT
A study was carried out to develop and test techniques for the computational optimization
of hydrofoil sections and lifting surfaces advancing under a free surface. A mathematical
model was developed based on the extension of a two-dimensional potential flow
solution to account for three dimensional effects. Prandtl's lifting line theory was used to
account for induced drag and downwash at the leading edge of the foil. Strip theory was
used to extend the two-dimensional wave drag solutions to three dimensions for high
aspect ratio foils. A semi-empirical correction was added to account for viscous drag.
The drag-to-lift ratio of foil sections and lifting surfaces were optimized using first order
gradient techniques. Optimization studies involving submerged foil sections suggest that
trading buoyancy for a reduction in wave drag will lead to optimal geometries.
Difficulties encountered resulting from the adoption of a potential flow model were
identified and discussed. The lifting surface optimization was carried out using the
coefficients of Glauert's circulation series as design variables. At high speeds it was
shown that non-elliptical loading can produce reductions in the drag-to-lift ratio of a
lifting surface. Induced drag dominated the low-speed optimization, and elliptical
loading was shown to be optimal at the low end of expected operating speeds of a
hydrofoil vessel.
An adjoint formulation for the problem of optimizing the shape of a lifting section under
a free surface was derived for use in future research.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction
1.1 Overview
We desire to develop techniques to be used in the optimization of submerged lifting
surfaces. The genesis of this goal is the stated desire of the United States military to
develop high-speed vessels for use as logistics platforms'. This study presents the results
of efforts to develop computational tools to support this effort.
1.2 The physical problem
A lifting surface submerged beneath the free surface subject to a uniform inflow is
considered. The lifting surface generates a drag force parallel to the inflow and a lift
force perpendicular to the inflow. Foils of interest to naval architects include propeller
blades, rudders, stabilizers, and lifting foils. This study focuses on the last of these lifting
1 Truver , S. C., Tomorrow's U.S. fleet, United States Naval Institute Proceedings, 127, 3, 102-109, 2001
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surfaces - those designed to support all or part of a ship's weight in an effort to reduce
the vessel's overall drag at high speeds. Foils may be arranged in a wide variety of
configurations. It is suggested that the reader consult Volume II of Principles of Naval
Architecture for a treatment of foil arrangements and an overview of the resistance of
hydrofoils2 . In practice, a lifting surface must, of course, be connected in some manner
to the body which it supports. In an effort to keep our physical problem tractable in the
allowed time for the study's completion, however, we choose to treat the lifting surface
as a completely detached entity without any appendages or struts. Though unsupported,
the surface remains fixed; the forces acting on it do not generate any motions. To gain
insight in to the physical problem, more idealizations must be adopted, and a
mathematical model must be created. The mathematical model that approximates the
physical problem is the subject of Chapter 2. Numerical solutions to the mathematical
model are the subject of Chapter 3, and the performance of those solutions is the subject
of Chapter 4.
1.3 The optimization problem
Optimization techniques are well-developed, but the techniques themselves do not
answer the fundamental question of optimization - what quantity must be optimized?
Answering this question requires the engineer to envision how the product under
development will be employed. Once the operating profile of the product is reasonably
well-understood it is the engineer's task to identify the key metrics that quantify the
effectiveness of candidate designs. To understand the hydrofoil optimization problem,
we consider intra-theater logistics as a likely mission area for vessels that will employ the
lifting bodies under development. We then argue that the ratio of drag-to-lift that is the
most natural measure of effectiveness of candidate designs.
2 Lewis, E. V., Editor, Principles ofNaval Architecture Second Revision, Volume II, The Society of Naval
Architects and Naval Engineers, 1988
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Hydrofoil vessels are typically used as light surface combatants and as logistics vessels.
The identification of a metric to optimize for a surface combatant is somewhat difficult -
such a vessel operates at a wide range of speeds and must balance speed, endurance, and
stealth. The identification of a performance metric for a logistics vessel is much easier.
To be effective as a logistics platform, a foil-borne vessel must sustain its design speed
for an entire transit. While speed is a great asset to a vessel performing logistics
missions, the realities of installed power and fuel consumption constrain a vessel's ability
to perform its mission effectively. Useable space and weight are lost with increasing
power and fuel requirements. High-power engines increase procurement and
maintenance costs. Fuel is a major component of a vessel's lifecycle operating cost. The
design parameter that drives the power requirement and fuel consumption of a foil-borne
vessel is the drag-to-lift ratio of the foil system. The weight of the vessel - including
lifting appendages - must be supported by the dynamic lift and buoyancy of the foil
system. For a given load, the vessel's foil-borne drag may be computed from the drag-to-
lift ratio. Knowing the desired speed of the vessel, one may compute the power required
to propel the vessel and keep it foil-borne from Equation 1.1.
P, = W( -U (1.1)L
In Equation 1.1, P, is the required shaft power, W is the weight of the vessel, D is the
drag force, L is the lift force from buoyancy and dynamic - lifting and free surface -
effects, and U is the vessel's speed. This information, combined with the propulsion
system's efficiency and the brake specific fuel consumption (bsfc) of the ship's engines
allows the computation of the fuel consumption of the vessel at a given speed and the
computation of the fuel load required to support a transit of a given distance. The reader
16
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is referred to Principles ofNaval Architecture and Harrington3 for detailed discussions of
the powering of ships.
From a hydrodynamics standpoint, therefore, it is clear that the quantity we wish to
minimize is the ratio of drag-to-lift. In the case of an actual vessel, the ratio of drag-to-
lift includes the lift and drag forces experienced by every submerged appendage of the
ship. For the purposes of this study, we limit ourselves to consider only the drag and lift
forces generated by the lifting surface in the absence of any other appendages. Chapter 5
introduces gradient-based optimization techniques. Chapter 6 discusses the use of Bezier
curves to represent foil sections and speed the optimization process. Chapter 7 presents
the results of optimization studies.
1.4 Objectives
The objective of this study is to develop, test, and present a method for reducing the drag-
to-lift ratio of submerged foil sections and lifting surfaces. A secondary, though
important, objective is to assist in the evaluation of a two-dimensional free surface
potential flow code, Fudge 3, developed at the Laboratory for Ship and Platform Flows at
MIT.
3 Harrington, R. L., Editor, Marine Engineering, The Society of Naval Architects and Naval Engineers,
1992
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Chapter 2:
The Mathematical Model
2.1 Overview
We seek to optimize lifting bodies submerged in a calm seaway. In order to conduct the
optimization, we must approximate this physical problem with a mathematical model.
The hope is that the mathematical model approximates the physical problem closely
enough that its solution may be used in the optimization routine to obtain meaningful
results. The model must, however, be simple enough that its solution may be computed
at a reasonable cost.
There are several effects that the model must take into account if the results are to
meaningful. The model includes a means of computing the dynamic lift experienced by
the submerged foil. In this case we take dynamic lift to mean the force perpendicular to
the direction of the foil's travel generated by the difference in dynamic pressure between
the upper and lower halves of the body. The force of buoyancy caused by the foil's
immersion in a static pressure gradient must also be taken into account. Wave drag,
18
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induced drag, and viscous drag due to boundary layer effects are also considered. By
modeling the above effects in an efficient and accurate manner we seek to gain insight
into the physical problem.
We recognize that we cannot gain insight into effects that are not considered by the
mathematical model. A potentially critical effect that we choose to neglect is drag caused
by separated flow. We assume that the geometries considered keep the flow around the
foils attached. Further, we believe that examination of the pressure distribution on the
surface of a foil section will reveal whether separated flow is likely to occur.
The model used in this study attempts to reconcile the need for computationally efficient
solutions with the need to model the five forces listed above accurately. The basis of the
model is a two-dimensional linearized potential flow solution. The two-dimensional
results are then extended to account for three dimensional potential flow effects. Finally,
a correction is added to account for friction drag.
2.2 The two-dimensional potential flow problem
Two-dimensional potential flow solutions may be easily extended to include three-
dimensional effects, so we adopt such a flow solution as the basis of our mathematical
model. Newman 4 provides a detailed description of the boundary value problem to be
solved. Continuity is ensured by enforcing Laplace's equation in the fluid domain. A
zero flux boundary condition is enforced on the foil's surface. The kinematicfree surface
condition requires that the total derivative of the difference between the location of a
particle on the free surface and the free surface elevation vanishes. The dynamic free
surface condition requires that the pressure at the free surface is continuous. The
uniqueness of the flow solution is ensured by fixing the circulation around the foil such
that the flow detaches smoothly from the trailing edge. This empirical correction is the
4 Newman, J. N., Marine Hydrodynamics, MIT Press, 1977
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well-known Kutta condition, and it is treated extensively by Katz and Plotkin5. In terms
of our boundary value problem, the Kutta condition translates to a requirement that there
is no change in pressure at the trailing edge of the foil. The foil's wake cannot sustain a
force, so the zero pressure change condition at the trailing edge also holds along the
wake. The boundary value problem, Equation 2.1, is shown schematically as Figure 2.1.
V 2#=0
= 
-U- ii
an
a4,a a- ao
at ax ax az
g at 2
Ap = 0
B
(2.1)
t.e., W
5 Katz, J. and Plotkin, A., Low-Speed Aerodynamics, Cambridge University Press, 2002
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z =
n w
~. __ W_
B
z =
t.e.
Figure 2.1 - Schematic representation of the boundary value problem
Note that the velocity potential, 0, in Equation 2.1 is the disturbance velocity potential.
This is to say that we have decomposed the total velocity potential into a free-stream
component and a component resulting from the presence of the body in the flow; we
consider the latter component. Also note that the first free surface condition in 2.1 is the
kinematic free surface condition, the second is the dynamic free surface condition.
The exact nonlinear free surface condition is expensive to treat numerically. We can
linearize the free surface conditions in Equation 2.1 if we assume that the slopes of the
waves considered are small. This is to say that Equation 2.2 holds.
<<1
ax
(2.2)
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Performing this linearization, we arrive at the free surface condition to be applied to our
mathematical model, Equation 2.3.
#,, + go, =0 z = 0 (2.3)
The time derivatives in Equation 2.3 are difficult to treat numerically. If, instead, we
adopt a coordinate system that travels with the body, we are able to replace the temporal
derivatives with spatial derivatives. Performing this transformation gives Equation 2.4,
the final form of the boundary value problem.
V20=0
- U F F
an
2 (2.4)
-+U- #+g =0z=0
at + &x + 0
Ap = 0 t.e., W
There are no exact solutions to 2.4. Numerical solutions to the boundary value problem
are discussed in Chapter 3.
2.3 Extension of the two-dimensional solution to account for
three-dimensional results
We know from D'Alembert that two-dimensional bodies in a steady potential flow
experience no drag. D'Alembert's so-called paradox is discussed at length in Newman.
Three-dimensional lifting surfaces in an infinite potential flow, however, experience drag
and a reduction in lift due to vortex shedding. We aim to treat this effect by extending
our two-dimensional solutions to account for three-dimensional effects.
Circulation around a body generates lift. The Kutta-Joukowski theorem, Equation 2.5,
states that the lift generated by a two-dimensional body - or three-dimensional body of
22
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infinite span - may be computed from the circulation around the body, the density of the
fluid, and the fluid inflow velocity.
L = pUl7 (2.5)
Potential flows are, by definition, irrotational. This requirement is met in two dimensions
by idealizing a vortex of equal magnitude and opposite rotation to the lifting body's
vortex. This so-called starting vortex is shed into the flow as soon as lift is generated by
the foil. Here the two-dimensional story ends.
In three dimensions, the requirement that vortex lines do not terminate in the flow means
that the foil's vortex line and the starting vortex line must be connected. The connection
is the free vorticity shed into the wake by the foil. A wake cannot sustain forces, so the
free vorticity must be parallel to the inflow velocity and, hence, perpendicular to the
bound vorticity on the foil that generates lift. Free vorticity causes two unfortunate
results. The Biot-Savart law tells us that vortex lines induce velocities in the fluid
domain. Adopting the Cartesian coordinate system in Figure 2.2 we note that the bound
vorticity is oriented in the positive y direction, so the free vorticity shed from the
starboard side of the foil must be oriented in the positive x direction while the port side
shed vortex is oriented in the negative x direction. This orientation of the free vorticity
generates a downwash at the leading edge of the foil. This downwash creates a reduction
in the foil's angle of attack. The free vorticity also increases the kinetic energy of the
fluid behind the foil. A control volume analysis shows that drag must be experienced by
the foil to ensure that conservation laws are satisfied.
23
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y
z
U
Figure 2.2 - The coordinate system for the lifting surface problem
We may idealize a lifting surface as a continuous line of vorticies oriented perpendicular
to the inflow. This idealization is the core of the lifting line theory of Prandtl as
discussed by Newman and Katz and Plotkin. Glauert's extension of lifting line theory
assumes that a foil's spanwise circulation distribution can be represented as a sine series
as in Equation 2.6.
I(y)= 2Us a,, sin(ny) (2.6)
n
Where 3 is related to y by the coordinate transformation given by Equation 2.7.
y = cos(Y) (2.7)2
Expressing the spanwise circulation thus, Glauert derived equations for the lift and
induced drag experienced by a lifting surface in terms of Equation 2.6. Equations 2.8 and
24
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2.9 allow us to compute the lift and induced drag experienced by a foil composed of
geometrically-similar foil sections of constant angle of attack.
F = pU22a, (2.8)
2
- 2F2 o0 an
F, pU 2  i+En -" (2.9)
;TpU2 s2 n=1 a,
Since the lift generated by a lifting surface is solely determined by the value of a,, and
since every an adds to the induced drag experienced by the foil, it follows that an elliptical
distribution of circulation will result in a foil with a minimal induced drag for a given lift.
An elliptical circulation distribution translates into an elliptical chord distribution in an
infinite domain. In an infinite domain the lift generated by a two-dimensional foil is
linearly related to its chord length. Near the free surface, however, numerical
experiments show that the lift generated by a foil is a nonlinear function of the foil's
chord Froude number and submergence Froude number. The Froude number is given as
Equation 2.10 where U is the inflow velocity, g is the acceleration of gravity, and / is a
characteristic length. An elliptical planform generates a non-elliptical circulation
distribution as the foil approaches a free surface. The numerical treatment of this effect is
discussed in Chapter 4.
U (2.10)Fr=(.
We have extended our two-dimensional model to account for induced lift and drag. We
must also choose a means of extending our two-dimensional wave drag solution to three
dimensions. In this case, we choose to adopt a strip-theory approach. The assumptions
25
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and limitations of strip theory are discussed by Newman, Sclavounos , and Faltinsen.
Strip theory allows a body to be treated as an assemblage of cross sections provided that
one assumes that the change in flow in the chordwise direction is much greater than the
disturbance in the spanwise direction. This is a fairly natural assumption if the lifting
surface's span is large in relation to its chord (or, equivalently, that its aspect ratio is
high). Provided that this criterion is met, we will simply integrate the sectional wave
drag along the span of the lifting surface as in Equation 2.11.
S
2
DW = fdwds (2.11)
S
2
When applying Equation 2.11, we must recognize that the sectional wave drag d is a
function of the chord Froude number, depth Froude number, and body geometry. It is
important to note that the governing assumption of strip theory as stated above breaks
down at the ends of the lifting surface. We can assume that inaccuracies will follow as a
result. Further inaccuracies may arise due to the modification of the inflow velocities due
to the spanwise distribution of buoyancy and lift.
2.4 Treatment of viscous drag
We assume that viscous effects in the physical problem are confined within a thin
boundary layer. The validity of this assumption - as treated in Newman, Katz and
Plotkin, Faltinsen, and Kundu and Cohen8 - rests on the foil's Reynolds number,
Equation 2.12, being much larger than unity and the geometry being such that the flow
does not separate.
6 Sclavounos, P. D., Surface Waves and their Interaction with Floating Bodies, MIT Open Courseware,
<http://ocw.mit.edu>, 2002.
7 Faltinsen, O.M., Sea Loads on Ships and Offshore Structures, Cambridge University Press, 1990
8 Kundu, P. K. and Cohen, I. M., Fluid Mechanics, Academic Press, 1990
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Re = (2.12)
V
Flow solvers exist that couple an inner boundary layer flow with an outer inviscid flow.
A discussion of this method is contained in Katz and Plotkin. For this study, however,
we will be satisfied with adding a semi-empirical correction to our potential flow solution
to account for viscous effects. We will adopt Froude's solution to the problem by
assuming that the bodies considered are sufficiently thin to be treated as flat plates.
Assuming that the flow remains attached, modeling the lifting surface as a flat plate will
likely provide a reasonable degree of accuracy. A high-speed marine lifting surface
would likely operate at Reynolds numbers on the order of 106 to 108. Empirical data
shows that surfaces operating in this range develop turbulent boundary layers (refer to
Newman). Using Schoenherr's equation, Equation 2.13, we are able to compute the
frictional drag coefficient of the flat plate that serves as the model of our foil.
0.242
C = log (RCF) (2.13)
The frictional drag coefficient, CF, in Equation 2.13 is a non-dimensional quantity given
by Equation 2.14. Entering Equation 2.14 with the computed value of CF and knowing
the projected area of the hydrofoil, the velocity at which it operates, and the density of the
fluid in which it is submerged, we are able to compute the viscous drag on one side of the
foil. Since we recognize that the projected area is half of the wetted area of the surface,
we must double this result to obtain an estimate of the friction drag experienced by the
lifting surface.
CF (2.14)
2pU2S
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Numerical Solution of the Mathematical Model
3.1 Overview
We seek solutions to Equation 2.4 which we will later use as inputs to our optimization
routine. No analytical solutions exist for Equation 2.4, but the problem is well-treated by
panel methods. In this chapter we will develop an integral form of Equation 2.4. We will
then discuss the manner in which the flow solver, Fudge 3, solves the integral form.
Our intent is to give the reader an understanding of the numerical solution of Equation
2.4 as it pertains to this problem. This chapter is, by no means, intended to be an
exhaustive discussion of panel methods or their implementation.
3.2 Integral form of the boundary-value problem
We wish to convert Equation 2.4 from a partial differential equation to an integral
equation to facilitate its numerical solution. We begin with Laplace's Equation.
28
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V 2#=0 in Q (3.1)
Recall that we are taking the velocity potential in Equation 3.1 to be the disturbance
velocity potential - that is the component of the velocity potential due to the presence of
the body in an inflow. If Equation 3.1 vanishes, then its integral, taken over the domain,
must also vanish. Here we consider a two-dimensional domain, but the concept extends
naturally to three dimensions.
fV2 dQ = 0 (3.2)
We multiply the integrand of Equation 3.2 by a function, G, defined everywhere in Q.
We recognize that, since Equation 3.2 vanishes, the value of the new integral equation,
Equation 3.3, must also vanish.
JJGV2# dC = 0 (3.3)
Integrating Equation 3.3 by parts gives Equation 3.4. The surface integrals in Equation
3.4 are taken over S which represents all of the boundaries defined in the original
boundary-value problem.
JJGV2#do = fV 2G dQ+ JGJ dS - J# G dS (3.4)
0 n cs n S cn
If we arbitrarily choose G such that it satisfies Laplace's equation (i.e. G is a velocity
potential), then the volume integrals in Equation 3.4 vanish, and we are left with
Equation 3.5.
G j dS = #o G dS (3.5)
s an s can
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If G is a singularity function (e.g. a source, doublet, or point vortex), then we can see that
applying Equation 3.4 has distributed the singularities from the domain to the boundaries
of the problem. The choice of the singularity function to use as G is largely a matter of
convenience, and a number of schemes exist. The reader is directed to Katz and Plotkin
for discussions of various schemes. Taking G to be a unit source is particularly
convenient, however, because we have the relationship
= 
(3.6)
Thus, with our choice of G as a unit source, the partial derivative on the left hand side of
Equation 3.5 represents nothing more than a unit dipole. The proof of Equation 3.6 is
fairly elementary and is included in Newman and Katz and Plotkin. We can eliminate
another unknown from Equation 3.5 by applying the body boundary condition in
Equation 2.4. Doing so gives us
fG(U -ni = # dT (3.7)
F- r an
The velocity of the inflow, U, and the body geometry are known, so the entire right hand
side of Equation 3.7 is known. Only our quantity of interest, the velocity potential on the
left hand side of Equation 3.7, is unknown.
In the case of the free surface, we consider the linearized kinematic and dynamic free
surface conditions, Equations 3.8 and 3.9, at z = 0.
a -= a (3.8)
at az
= ao (3.9)
g at
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We recognize that n and z are interchangeable for the line z = 0. Thus we arrive at the
form of the integral equation to be applied at the free surface, Equation 3.10.
fG afd= f J G dx (3.10)
If we have been tracking the evolution of the free surface with time then the only
unknown in Equation 3.10 is the value of the velocity potential, $.
We must take care to ensure that waves propagate outward from the body. This is the
radiation condition. Failure to enforce this condition would allow reflection of waves
from the ends of the computational domain.
The Kutta condition is enforced by setting the value of the potential at the upper and
lower trailing edge equal to one another and to the value of the potential at the first wake
panel. The evolution of the free surface is treated with a time-marching scheme in which
the boundary problem is solved at time t with the change in free surface elevation
computed from the kinematic free surface condition. The dynamic free surface condition
is used to update the free surface elevation. As the solution marches through time, the
wake panels potential values are convected aft at the speed of the foil. When the
potential reaches the end of the wake, it is dropped by the code. The radiation condition
is enforced through the use of a numerical beach at both ends of the computational
domain. This numerical construct absorbs energy from outgoing waves to ensure that
reflection does not occur. For further details on the development of Fudge refer to
Chatzakis9 .
9 Chatzakis, I., Motion Control of Hydrofoil Ships Using State-Space Methods, SM Thesis, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, May 2004
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4.1 Overview
Convergence testing was conducted to evaluate the flow solver's performance. The two-
dimensional flow solver, Fudge 3, used in this study was developed in 2003 by Jason
Chatzakis at MIT's Laboratory for Ship and Platform Flows. Since the code was in its
developmental stage, numerical tests were run to evaluate its performance under a variety
of conditions. Convergence tests, discussed in some detail by Katz and Plotkin, were run
to evaluate the sensitivity of the numerical solution to body discretization, wake length
and discretization, and free surface length and discretization. Where possible, the
numerical solutions were compared to analytic or series solutions. It should be
emphasized, however, that neither analytical nor series solutions exist for the specific
problem which we used the code to solve - the lift and drag experienced by a lifting body
submerged beneath a free surface. Thus, while numerical testing lends a certain
confidence in the quality of the flow solutions, a degree of uncertainty will always exist.
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As a secondary goal of this study was to assist in the evaluation of Fudge 3, testing was
conducted for some cases not directly related to achieving the goal of foil optimization.
4.2 Tests involving a submerged circle
Convergence tests were conducted to determine the effect of free surface and body
discretization on the flow solution. While designed primarily to solve lifting flows, the
code is able to solve flows for which the Kutta condition does not apply as described in
Chapter 3.
Drag and lift coefficients were computed for a unit circle operating with a depth Froude
number of 1.01, chord Froude number of 2.26, and a submergence of five chords. The
free surface extent was fixed at 180 chords and the free surface discretization was fixed at
400 panels. The panels on the body were arranged using full cosine spacing as described
in Chapter 3. The effect of increasing body discretization on the lift coefficient returned
by the flow solver is plotted as Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 - Effect of body discretization on lift coefficient for a submerged circle
As expected, the lift coefficient is very small in this case. The solution clearly converges
as the number of body panels increases beyond 50. The computed drag coefficient was
plotted against the number of body panels in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 - Effect of body discretization on drag coefficient for a submerged circle
Again, convergence is clearly obtained with increasing body panels.
For the next test, the body discretization was fixed at 70 panels and the free surface
discretization was varied. All other quantities were fixed as in the previous body
discretization test. The lift coefficient versus the number of free surface panels is plotted
as Figure 4.3. Convergence is clearly demonstrated.
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Figure 4.3 - Effect of free surface discretization on the lift coefficient of a submerged circle
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Figure 4.4 - Effect of free surface discretization on drag coefficient of a submerged circle
Likewise, the drag coefficient was plotted against the number of free surface panels.
Quadratic convergence of the solution is apparent upon inspection of Figure 4.4.
The flow solution is sensitive to the extent of the computational domain. In general, it
has been shown by Chatzakis that convergence of the flow solution occurs with
decreasing values of the domain Froude number, that is the Froude number computed
with the length of the domain as the characteristic length. Following Chatzakis'
convention, we typically split the computational domain at the location of the submerged
body (x = 0) and compute a forward and aft domain Froude number. Regardless of the
problem considered, the lift and drag coefficients returned by the code tend to converge
at a forward and aft domain Froude numbers of approximately 0.23.
We would like to compare the wave drag solutions returned by Fudge 3 with a series
solution. Havelock's series solution allows the computation of the forces experienced by
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an infinite cylinder submerged beneath a free surface in a steady inflow. The solution is
discussed at length by Wehausen and Laitonel. In general, the first term of the series
solution for the drag on the cylinder is sufficient to gain a sense of the order of magnitude
and trend of the drag force at various submergences. The first term of Havelock's
solution is given as Equation 4.1.
R = rpga2 .7{9a 2jec2 (4.1)
In Equation 4.1 a is the radius of the cylinder, h is the depth of the center of the cylinder,
and c is the inflow velocity.
Comparisons between the first term of Havelock's solution and Fudge 3's solutions for a
variety of chord Froude numbers are presented as Figures 4.5 through 4.8.
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0.020
8 0.015 + . +CD Predicted
+ n CD Fudge
0.010 * U
0.005
0.000
0.50 0.70 0.90 1.10 1.30 1.50
Depth Froude Number
Figure 4.5 - Agreement between Havelock's solution and Fudge 3's solution for drag at a chord Froude
number of 2.03
10 Wehausen, J. V. and Laitone, E. V., Surface Waves, In Encyclopaedia ofPhysics, Vol. IX, pp. 446-778,
Springer Verlag, 1960
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Figure 4.6 - Agreement between Havelock's solution and Fudge 3's solution for drag at a chord Froude
number of 2.26
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Figure 4.7 - Agreement between Havelock's solution and Fudge 3's solution for drag at a chord Froude
number of 2.48
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Figure 4.8 - Agreement between Havelock's solution and Fudge 3's solution for drag at a chord Froude
number of 2.71
The agreement between the flow solver's solution and the first term of Havelock's
solution is apparent and lends credibility to the solutions returned by Fudge 3.
4.3 Foil tests in an infinite domain
The flow solver's performance was evaluated by establishing convergence of the lift
solution in an infinite domain and comparing the computed pressure distribution against
an exact solution obtained from conformal mapping.
A code for generating and computing the pressure distribution for Karman-Trefftz foils
was ported from Fortran 77 to MATLAB". The code is provided as Appendix C. Using
this code, a foil was generated with x, = -0.1, y, =0, and r = 20 . The geometry was
imported into Fudge 3, and the convergence of the lift solution with increasing body
discretization was computed for a wake length of 50 chords and an angle of attack of 8*.
The results of this test are presented as Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 - Convergence of lift coefficient with body panels for a Karman-Trefftz foil
The effect of the wake length on the lift solution was also computed and is included as
Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 - Convergence of lift coefficient with wake length
Clearly a wake length of at least 40 chords is required to obtain a converged solution.
While wake discretization is required for unsteady flow or foils operating under a free
surface, no such discretization is required in an infinite domain. For a discussion of wake
discretization consult Katz and Plotkin.
The pressure distribution computed at the center of each panel was compared to the exact
pressure distribution obtained from conformal mapping at a variety of angles of attack.
The close agreement shown in Figure 4.11 demonstrates the quality of the flow solution
in an infinite domain.
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Figure 4.11 - Agreement between exact and numerical solutions for a Karman-Trefftz foil at various angles
of attack
4.4 Convergence tests for a foil with a free surface
Testing was conducted for the Karman-Trefftz foil described above submerged beneath a
free surface. Testing to determine the sensitivity of the solution to the forward and aft
domain lengths were conducted. Initial tests were conducted at a chord Froude number
of 1.60. This value represents the low end of the speed range at which we may
reasonably expect a foil operate. Convergence of the lift coefficient with the domain
length is presented as Figure 5.12. Convergence of the drag coefficient with the domain
length is presented as Figure 5.13.
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Figure 4.12 - Convergence of lift coefficient with increasing domain length at Fr, = 1.6
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Figure 4.13 - Convergence of drag coefficient with increasing domain length at Fr, = 1.6
Convergence of the numerical solution is apparent in both Figures 4.12 and 4.13. A
forward domain length of 60 chords and an aft domain length of 50 chords were chosen
as acceptable values based on the data. Using these domain lengths and the operating
conditions given in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, convergence of the numerical solution with
free surface discretization was examined. Figure 4.14 demonstrates the rapid
convergence of the lift and drag coefficient results as the free surface is increasingly
refined.
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Figure 4.14 - Convergence of lift and drag coefficients with free surface refinement
While a single wake panel is sufficient for computations conducted in an infinite domain
with a uniform inflow, wake panel discretization is important to achieving a converged
solution in unsteady flow or in the presence of a free surface. Testing to determine the
optimal level of wake panel refinement was conducted. The wake discretization was
made progressively finer while holding the wake length constant at 40 chords. The
convergence of the lift coefficient with increasing wake refinement is shown in Figure
4.15. It should be noted that the effect of insufficient wake refinement is dramatic. The
values plotted in Figure 4.15 are roughly all within one percent.
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Figure 4.15 - Convergence of lift coefficient with increasing number of wake panels
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Figure 4.16 - Convergence of drag coefficient with increasing number of wake panels
Figure 4.16 depicts similar behavior in the drag coefficient as was demonstrated in the lift
coefficient in Figure 4.15.
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We now consider the problem of a foil section operating at a higher chord Froude
number. The Karman-Trefftz foil was tested at a chord Froude number of 4.79 and a
depth Froude number of 3.39. Tests were run to test convergence of the solution with an
increasing forward domain length. The aft domain length was held constant at 450
chords; the free surface consisted of 400 panels, and the body was represented by 60
panels. The convergence of the lift coefficient with increasing forward domain length is
shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17 - Convergence of lift coefficient with forward domain length at Fr, = 4.79
Convergence of the drag coefficient with increasing domain length is shown as Figure
4.18. Both Figures 4.17 and 4.18 clearly demonstrate convergence at forward domain
lengths greater than 400 chords.
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Figure 4.18 - Convergence of drag coefficient with forward domain length at Fr, = 4.79
Likewise, testing was conducted to demonstrate convergence of the numerical solution
with an increasing aft domain length. The forward domain was fixed at 540 chords.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 depict the convergence of the solution with increasing aft domain
length.
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Figure 4.19 - Convergence of lift coefficient with aft domain length at Fr, = 4.79
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Figure 4.20 - Convergence of drag coefficient with aft domain length at Fr, = 4.79
Confident that a forward domain of 540 chords and an aft domain of 450 chords
produced a converged solution at Fr, = 4.79, testing was conducted to determine the
required free surface discretization. We are satisfied that this demonstrates the
convergence of the flow solution.
Convergence is also demonstrated by plotting the drag coefficient against the number of
free surface panels as has been done in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21 - Convergence of drag coefficient with increasing free surface refinement at Fr, = 4.79
4.5 Effect of foil section submergence on lift and drag
The effect of submergence on the lift and drag experienced by hydrofoil sections was
examined. Numerical solutions were obtained for the Karman-Trefftz foil used in the
previous convergence tests. The foil's angle of attack was fixed at zero. The effects of
submergence on lift and drag for the foil operating at a chord Froude number of 1.60 are
plotted as Figures 4.22 and 4.23.
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Figure 4.22 - Effect of submergence on lift coefficient for a Karman-Trefftz foil at zero angle of attack
operating at Fr, = 1.60
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Figure 4.23 - Effect of submergence on drag coefficient for a Karman-Trefftz foil at zero angle of attack
operating at Fr.= 1.60
We note that the code was able to produce solutions that followed the trends shown in
both Figures 4.22 and 4.23 to a very shallow submergence - nearly to the point of
broaching. The effect of the presence of the free surface is apparent from an examination
of both figures. The free surface reduces the lift experienced by a foil. As the
submergence increases, the lift coefficient converges to the infinite depth solution. As
expected, drag generally increases as we approach the free surface. The tests above were
repeated for the Karman-Trefftz foil operating at Fr, = 4.79. The trend of the reduction
in lift at low submergences was similar to that seen at Fr, = 1.60 and is plotted as Figure
4.24.
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Figure 4.24 - Effect of submergence on lift coefficient for a Karman-Trefftz foil operating at Fr, = 4.79
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Figure 4.25 - Effect of submergence on drag coefficient for a Karman-Trefftz foil operating at Fr, = 4.79
Similarly, the increase in drag at low submergences plotted in Figure 4.25 was also
similar to the low speed case. The peak drag suggested by Figure 4.22 is also suggested
by Figure 4.24. Bear in mind, however, that we lose confidence in the quality of our flow
solutions at very high values of Frd.
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5.1 Overview
In this chapter we will present a brief overview of gradient-based optimization
techniques. Zero-order techniques are touched upon because of some recent interest in
applying them to problems in naval architecture. We will then turn our attention to a
more complete presentation of the first-order algorithms used in optimization case studies
presented in Chapter 7. In particular, the method of steepest descent and the conjugate
direction method are discussed in some detail. Second-order techniques, while of
practical value, were not used in this study and are not discussed. While not
implemented in this study, a theoretical treatment of state-of-the-art adjoint techniques is
presented. It is believed that adjoint techniques represent an evolutionary leap in the field
of hydrodynamic shape optimization.
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The goal of an optimization routine is to minimize a cost function given a set of equality
or inequality constraints. The general form of the optimization problem is given as
Equation (5.1)
Minimize: F(X)
Subject to: h,(X)=O k=1,l (5.1)
j,, s 0 m=1,n
where I is the vector of variables that describe a candidate design, F(X) is a cost
function, hk (k) are equality constraints, and jn(X) are inequality constraints. In
general we will adopt the notation and methods of Vanderplaats1 2 during the discussion
of gradient techniques.
The aim of the optimization routine is to compute the optimal design vector, c*, such
that Equation 5.2 is satisfied.
VF(X*)=0 (5.2)
Proofs that minima are reached when the gradient of a function vanishes are contained in
Vanderplaats and Strang'.
5.2 Zero-Order Techniques
The order of a gradient method is the highest order of the derivative of the cost function
computed during the execution of the routine. Zero order methods rely solely on function
evaluations; no derivatives are computed. In it simplest form, a zero-order search is a
general search of design space during which the cost function is evaluated at arbitrary
points; no attempt is made to direct the search toward the minima. Parameter Space
12 Vanderplaats, G. N., Numerical Optimization Techniques for Engineering Deisgn with Applications,
McGraw-Hill, 1984
13 Strang, G., Introduction to Applied Mathematics, Wellesley-Cambridge Press, 1986
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Investigation (PSI) is a well-developed zero-order technique that relies on sophisticated
means of uniformly distributing multi-dimensional space' 4. In searching throughout all
of design space, PSI avoids the tendency of higher order methods to converge at local
minima. Coupling PSI with higher order techniques has been shown to have merit in
hydrodynamic optimization studies".
5.3 First-Order Techniques
In general we recognize that the evaluation of cost functions of interest to
hydrodynamists is computationally expensive. We seek search techniques that minimize
the number of functional evaluations by directing the search intelligently toward a
minimum. Certain zero-order techniques exist (consult Vanderplaats) that use only
functional evaluations to direct the search intelligently. By computing the gradient of the
cost function, first order techniques can drive the optimization more efficiently toward a
minimum. First order techniques that retain information from previous search directions
are typically able to achieve converged solutions faster than those that do not. Second-
order methods typically converge faster than first-order methods, but the evaluation of
second derivatives is more expensive than are first derivative computations. Because of
their simplicity and relatively low computational cost, this study used first-order
techniques.
It must be noted that the danger in using higher order searches is their inability to search
past local minima in pursuit of the global minimum. Thus, the choice of the initial
geometry with which the optimization algorithm limits the degree to which the cost
function can be minimized. If computational time is available, a zero-order search should
be first conducted to gain some insight into the nature of the design space.
14 Statnikov, R. B., Matusov, J., Multicriteria Optimization and Engineering, Chapman & Hall, 1995
15 Campana, E. F. and Peri, D., Multidisciplinary Design Optimization of a Naval Surface Combatant,
Journal ofShip Research 47, 1, 1-12
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5.3.1 Evaluation of the Gradient
We first consider the case in which a cost function is minimized without any constraints
on the design variables. We may, in general, consider any function of the design
variables as a cost function to be minimized. For example, one may wish to minimize the
wake created by a foil-borne vessel. In this case, F(X) could be a measure of the
disturbance of the free surface or the wave drag experienced by the foil; minimizing
either cost function would achieve the desired effect. It is best to choose a cost function
that can be evaluated easily and accurately using the available computational tools.
All search techniques of order one or higher begin with the selection of an initial
configuration. The cost function is evaluated for the initial configuration. The gradient
of the cost function at the initial design point is computed by evaluating Equation 5.3
numerically.
VF(!)= (5.3)
OF
OXn
Note that n in Equation 5.3 is the number of design variables considered. Several
numerical differentiation techniques exist. As always, we must seek a technique that
provides sufficiently accurate results at a reasonable computational cost. Considering
that each term in Equation 5.3 will require at least one evaluation of the cost function,
and recognizing that this evaluation may require a computationally-intensive flow
solution, it is clear that the cost of evaluating Equation 5.3 to a high degree of accuracy
may be very high indeed. For the purposes of this study we will use the two point
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numerical differentiation scheme given in Equation 5.4. This and other numerical
16 17differentiation schemes are found in Numerical Receipies and in Kreyszig".
dF F(X,+h)-F(X1 -h)
dX 2h
5.3.2 The method of steepest descent
Once the gradient of F is obtained, a search direction, S, must be decided upon. The
simplest means of proceeding is in the direction of steepest descent as given by Equation
5.5.
S= -VF(X) (5.5)
We must recognize that the topology of the cost function is not known a priori. This is to
say that, although we have computed the gradient of the cost function at a single design
point, we certainly cannot assume that we know the value of the gradient at points
encountered as we proceed in the direction of steepest descent. What is known is that an
infinitesimally small movement in the direction of steepest descent will produce a
reduction in the value of the cost function. Of course, we would like to proceed a finite
distance from our initial design point, which is to say that we wish to compute our new
design point, 'ix, as given by Equation 5.6
=--VF('~X) (5.6)
where '-'f is the initial design and e is a finite distance that we will travel in the
direction of steepest descent, -VF(-'1 ).
16 Press, W. H., Teukolsky, S. A., Vetterling, W. T., and Flannery, B. P., Numerical Recopies in
FORTRAN 77, 2 nd ed., Cambridge University Press, 1992
17 Kreyszig, E., Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 7"' ed., John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1993
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We have shown in the previous section that the gradient of the cost function may be
computed numerically. What is left to determine is the distance of the search, 6. We will
determine the search distance by evaluating Equation 5.6 at test values of e. Once we are
satisfied that we have reached the maximum reduction in the cost function in the
direction of steepest descent, we will terminate our search and iterate as necessary until
Equation 5.2 has been satisfied. Of course, each evaluation of the 5.6 comes at a
computational cost, so some inaccuracy in the computation of the optimal value of 6 must
be accepted. The degree of inaccuracy allowed will, in practice, be determined by the
cost of the cost function evaluation.
The method of steepest descent is very easy to implement and was used to perform
optimization studies in Chapter 7.
5.3.3 The conjugate direction method
The method of steepest descent is easy to implement, but it suffers from slow
convergence in practice. Slow convergence creates a high computation cost which places
a practical limit on the usefulness of the method. The principal reason for the slow
convergence is that the algorithm does not use the results of previous iterations in
determining the search direction. Introducing a means of "remembering" the previous
search direction will usually result in faster convergence.
We wish to improve on the performance of the method of steepest descent without
introducing the complexities and computational cost associated with higher order
gradient techniques. By searching in a conjugate direction, the conjugate direction
method ensures that convergence will be reached in a finite number of steps given a
quadratic cost function. The reader is referred to Vanderplaats for a discussion of the
concept of conjugacy and evidence supporting the validity of applying the conjugate
direction method to non-quadratic cost functions. The user enters the algorithm with an
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initial search in the direction of steepest descent. All following iterations are conducted
in the conjugate direction given by Equation 5.7
S = -VF('X)+(i4:-15) (5.7)
where '9 is the current search direction, '~1S is the previous search direction, and p is
given by Equation 5.8.
~VF('X(
1 = 2 (5.8)
VF('-Q1
Once the conjugate direction is computed, a line search is conducted to determine the
location of the new design point. The conjugate direction method is relatively easy to
implement and, as such, was used in the optimization studies in Chapter 7.
5.4 Optimization by the Adjoint Method
5.4.1 Introduction
As we have seen previously in this chapter, shape optimization becomes computationally
expensive as the number of design variables increases. The cost of computing the
gradient of the cost function is, in general, proportional to the number of design variables
considered. The next chapter presents a means of representing realistic geometries with
only a few design variables. In general, however, we may not wish to limit the
optimization routine to shapes generated with parametric defined by only a few design
variables. Complex geometries may require hundreds, if not thousands, of design
variables to represent. The cost of computing the gradient of a cost function with respect
to so many variables is potentially extremely high. The adjoint method, however, allows
for the attractive possibility of computing the gradient of a cost function with respect to
any number of design variables with the computational cost of two runs of a numerical
solver.
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A good deal of effort was placed into developing an adjoint formulation for free surface
flows early in the course of this study. The problem is fairly complex, so a numerical
implementation of the method was left to future research. Though adjoint methods are
well developed in the aerospace field 8 , we are aware of only one study involving the
application of the adjoint technique to naval architecture19 . The following theoretical
treatment is presented, then, as a means of spawning greater interest in the adjoint method
in the naval architecture community.
Continuous and discrete adjoint formulations exist. Here we wish to present a continuous
adjoint formulation. For a treatment of discrete formulations, the reader is directed to
Giles20 . There are four primary steps in developing an adjoint formulation. The first step
is to compute the first variation of the cost function that is to be minimized. The
variation is computed with respect to the body geometry and the flow field. The first
variation of the cost function will be in terms of the body geometry, the original flow
field, and the perturbed flow field. The second step is to write down the boundary value
problem that governs the perturbed flow variable. Since the perturbation in the flow
caused by a perturbation in the geometry is not known a priori, our third step is to
eliminate the dependence of the first variation of the cost function on the perturbed flow
variable through the introduction of an adjoint variable. The fourth step is to compute
the value of the flow field variable and the adjoint variable numerically. The gradient of
the cost function is computed from these two variables. Thus, only two numerical
solutions are required to compute the gradient of the cost function with respect to any
number of design variables.
18 Jameson, A., Optimum aerodynamic design using control theory. In: Hafez, M. and Oshima, K. (eds),
Computational Fluid Dynamics Review, Annual Book Series. John Wiley & Sons, 1995
19 Ragab, S. A., An Adjoint Formulation for Shape Optimization in Free-Surface Potential Flow, Journal
ofShip Research 49, 4, 269-278
20 Giles, M. B. and Pierce, N. A., An Introduction to the Adjoint Approach to Design, Flow, Turbulence
and Combustion 65, 393-415, 2000
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A good deal of discussion of the adjoint method exists in the literature. For a discussion
of the mathematics upon which the technique is built it is suggested that the reader
consult Pironneaux 2. Ta'asan2 presents the adjoint technique in a clear manner, and his
methods are used throughout the following sections.
5.4.2 Computing the first variation of the cost function
Consider a general integral cost function, Equation 5.9.
J(#,1-F)= fE(#)/S (5.9)
B
In Equation 5.9 # is the flow field variable and B is the geometry of the surface being
considered. In the case of drag minimization, for example, the integrand is the product of
the pressure (a function of #) and the normal vector of the surface, B. For now we will
leave the integrand as general as possible, however, so that a framework from which to
approach a wide range of cost functions may be derived.
We seek geometries that minimize Equation 5.9. The impact on the value of the cost
function caused by altering the geometry from an original geometry, B, to a perturbed
geometry, 'B, using a step size, e, is the variation of the cost function and is given as
Equation 5.10.
[J('0,'B)-J(#,B)] (5.10)
A critical point implied by Equation 5.10 is the dependence of the flow field on the
geometry. The value of the flow field variable is changed when the geometry is
perturbed. Since 'B is not known a priori in an optimization routine, it is necessary to
21 Pironneaux, 0., Optimal Shape Designfor Elliptic Systems, Springer Series in Computational Physics,
1983
22 Ta'asan, S. Introduction to Shape Design and Control, Von Karman Institute, 1997
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express Equation 5.10 in terms of known quantities. We begin by considering a point on
the surface of the original geometry. Applying a small perturbation to the point gives the
location of a new point. We can express the location of the new point with respect to the
unperturbed point with Equation 5.11.
'Y = i+ di + O(62) (5.11)
A change in the geometry of the immersed body will, naturally, result in a change in the
flow field. Expanding the final flow field about the original flow field gives Equation
5.12.
'# = + 60, + o(_2) (5.12)
Evaluating the perturbed flow field at the new geometry gives Equation 5.13.
'#('1.0 = #(i + ei)+ C#( + e)+ O(C2) (5.13)
Expanding Equation 5.11 and grouping terms of like order gives Equation 5.14.
'# ('ti)=#o(e)+ e & + 1(i)] +0(.62) (5.14)
Only one term in Equation 5.14 gives any difficulty. The order c term is simply the
value of the potential at the unperturbed geometry; this value is known. Careful
specification of the manner in which the geometry will be perturbed allows us to evaluate
the first order e' term. We have avoided specifying the manner of geometric
perturbation thus far to keep the discussion as general as possible. The second order C'
term is clearly unknown. We do not specify a priori the extent of the geometric
perturbation, so we cannot know the impact of the perturbation on the flow field.
Since our cost functions are integral functions, we must find a means of expressing the
integrations over the perturbed geometry in terms of the original geometry. To do this,
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we seek to express the perturbed differential element, 'dS, in terms of dS. If we fix the
direction of the perturbation then we can express the new differential element in terms of
the original differential element, and we can evaluate the first order c' term in equation
9.6.
Here we will adopt the method of perturbation proposed by Ta'asan. We define the order
6' term of the geometric expansion, Equation 9.3, using Equation 5.15.
5l = -a()50 (5.15)
The function a(i) gives the relative magnitude of the perturbation as a function of the
original location of the point of interest. Substituting Equation 5.15 into Equation 5.14
gives Equation 5.16.
#0(t '0 = #(i) + C- a an+ +1 (5.16)
Ta'asan shows that writing the differential element, dS, as RdO where R is the radius of
curvature of the differential element allows one to express the new differential element in
terms of the original. Applying Equation 5.15 we write the radius of curvature of the
perturbed boundary element as Equation 5.17.
'R = R + ca (5.17)
Figure 5.1 is provided to clarify the manner in which the boundary perturbation leads to a
new value of dS.
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(R - ca 9
N
RdO
R d
/
Figure 5.1 - Method of computing the perturbed line segment length
Manipulating Equation 5.17 gives Equation 5.18 which accomplishes our goal of
expressing 'dS in terms of dS .
a RdO= 1+ a dS
R )R) (5.18)
Substituting Equations 5.16 and 5.18 into Equation 5.10 gives Equation 5.19.
JE('#dS = JE#(() + --a + #1 (i)] + 0(e)f 1+
tB B (I R 2dS
Expanding the integrand gives Equation 5.20.
JE('# dS[= E(#(i))-vadE #( ) +(dE#(i)+0(_ 2+ 6 dS
'B B do an do R
Multiplying out and grouping terms of like order gives Equation 5.21.
(5.19)
(5.20)
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jE('#)dS = E(#(())+ a - a + #1()+ a E(#() + 0(62 dS (5.21)
'B B ( do c8n do R
Substituting Equation 5.21 into Equation 5.11 gives Equation 5.21, the final expression of
the variation of the cost function.
5 = - ad + #E %(J)+ !E(#(i+))+O_,2) dS (5.21)
B d# tan do R
5.4.2 A boundary-value problem for #1
We seek only admissible values of 01 . For i1 to be admissible, it must satisfy continuity,
and the free surface conditions described in Chapter 2. Additionally, the perturbation
potential must vanish far from the body, and the sum of the 01 and the unperturbed
potential must satisfy the body boundary condition at the displaced location. Equation
5.22 gives the conditions that 1 must satisfy.
V 20, = 0
V#l -' i = U-' i - V#-'5 iiB
2
U2 -1 + g 1 = z = 0 (5.22)
Ap(#l) = 0 t.e., W
1=0 00
The body boundary condition in Equation 5.22 must be transferred to the original
boundary. We begin by expanding the normal vector in Equation 5.23.
' fi= h + efi + 0(_V2 ) (5.23)
Here we have adopted a local orthogonal coordinate system consisting of the normal to
the body and the tangential vector. Ragab and Ta'asan adopt similar coordinate systems.
Marinating a Cartesian coordinate system causes one to formulate the problem separately
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for the upper and lower halves of the foil. A local coordinate system formulation avoids
this complication. Moreover, such a system allows us to see that Equation 5.23 can be
viewed as a decomposition of the perturbed normal vector into normal and tangential
coordinates referred to the original geometry. Thus, we define the perturbation vector,
fi, in Equation 5.24.
ni = -t (5.24)
at
Figure 5.2 shows the perturbation of the normal vector as the body is perturbed.
t
n
i
Figure 5.2 - Decomposition of the normal vector at the perturbed boundary
So, combining the body boundary condition in Equation 5.22 with Equation 5.24 and
linearizing gives the body boundary condition on the perturbation potential expressed in
terms of the original geometry, Equation 5.25.
a#, - a-
an= (U -V#). n+c -tt B (5.25)Bn 8)
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5.4.3 Introduction of the Adjoint Potential
From Equation 5.22 it is clear that Equation 5.26 vanishes in the domain being
considered.
JAV2 1 =dQ  0 (5.26)
0
Adding Equation 5.26 to Equation 5.10 does not, therefore, change the value of the first
variation of the cost function.
T = d+ JAV2#1do (5.27)
Integrating the second term of Equation 5.27 by parts distributes the adjoint variable onto
the boundaries of the problem while leaving the value of the first variation of the cost
function unaffected.
j=&+ #,V 2 MdQ+ A #1 dS=0 (5.28)
0 B+FS+W
The principle benefit in introducing the adjoint potential is that we have the flexibility to
define A such that the first variation of the cost function is independent of $1. Here we
assume that the cost function only involves integrals taken over the body boundary. A
more general derivation that allows for cost functions being computed on the free surface
is provided in Ragab. We will consider each of the integrals on the right hand side of
Equation 5.28 separately. The volume integral is made to vanish by choosing A such that
it satisfies Laplace's Equation. Substituting the free surface condition on the perturbation
potential in Equation 5.22 into the free surface integral in Equation 5.28 gives Equation
5.29.
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f #A dS=
FS an in
(5.29)f-A i j, dx
FS g a2 )
The partial derivatives on the right hand side of Equation 5.29 are taken with respect to x
because the linearized free surface lies on z = 0. Integrating the first term on the right
hand side of Equation 5.29 by parts twice gives Equation 5.30.
(5.30)#U2 2A + g dxf(' 01 # dS=
FS an a FS
We see from Equation 5.30 that applying the linearized free surface condition to the
adjoint potential will eliminate the dependency of the perturbation potential on the free
surface.
Eliminating the dependency of the first variation on the pertubation potential at the
linearized wake is accomplished very simply by applying the wake boundary condition
on #1 to Equation 5.28. Doing this gives Equation 5.31.
k 0-1W an f0 #l dxW az az ) A-#1f (o dxaz ) (5.31)
Since we have assumed that the cost function being considered involves an integral taken
around the body, the body boundary condition on A will vary with the choice of cost
function. To illustrate this we consider the complete integral in S taken over the body,
Equation (5.32).
dE a "11
+-#,+-E dS+ a 1
d# R B(a
dEao # dE -
-- a-+ ( -- an)Sd#an yd# an)
-0# dS =.
an )
+.Ec -E + A aidS
R an)
dE o8#
B do c8n (5.32)
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We then apply the body boundary condition on #1 in Equation 5.32 to arrive at Equation
5.33.
Ae(-
dE a# dEa 
- +-d# an d#
B'
a -an
01 +.6-aE +A(U -V#)- n+R
dEao (C dE a o a+ a----
d#ban d#b an
aa -
C-t
(5.33)
jdS
The body boundary condition on the adjoint potential is chosen such that the dependence
of the first variation of the cost function on 01 at the body boundary is eliminated. Thus,
our boundary-value problem for A is given by by Equation 5.34.
V 2A=O
U2 a+ gU +g-y=O
&x2 az
-= 0
A =0
aA dE
an d#
z=0
t.e., W (5.32)
B
In addition to borrowing from the sources noted above, the adjoint formulation was
developed in concert with Onur Gecer of the Laboratory for Ship and Platform Flows at
MIT.
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Chapter 6:
Representing Foils with Bezier Curves
6.1 Overview
Central to efficient shape optimization is the ability to define complex geometries with
only a few design variables. Bezier curves provide an ideal means of defining a body to
be optimized using gradient techniques. The computational cost of computing the
gradient of a cost function is proportional to the number of points used to define the
body. Bezier curves allow realistic foil sections to be defined with a small number of
control points. In this chapter we will briefly discuss the construction of Bezier curves.
We will avoid delving deeply into the mathematical background behind the curves; rather
we will focus on their computation. We will then turn our attention to practical
considerations encountered when representing lifting foils with Bezier curves. If a more
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theoretical treatment of the subject is desired, it is suggested that the reader consult
23
Rogers
6.2 Generating Bezier curves
A Bezier curve is defined by n control points which may not, and generally do not, lie on
the curve. In two dimensions, each control point is defined by two design variables (the x
and z locations of point). The curve is defined parametrically by applying Equations 6.1
and 6.2
n-1
P, (t) = E AJ(n, i,t)
i=- 0
n-1
P,(t) = E BJ(n, i,t)
bi= 0
(6.1)
(6.2)
where n is the number of control points defining the curve, A is the vector of x
coordinates of the control points, B is the vector of z coordinates of the control points,
and J(n, i, t) is the Bernstein basisfunction given by Equation (6.3) for 0 t 1.
(6.3)J(n, i, t)= .(n -1)! t ( "
i! (n - i)!
Given the locations of the control points, it is easy to
on the curve. Using the values of A and B below, the
was generated.
0
1
A=[
2
4
0
2
B = I
0
compute the coordinates of points
sample curve shown in Figure 6.1
23 Rogers, D. F., An introduction to NURBS: with Historical Prespective, Morgan Kaufnann, 2001
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2.5 -
A(2), B(2)
2- The first and final points of the curve
are co-located with the first and final
control points.
1.5
0.5 -
0 - A(1), 8(1) A(4), 8(4)
-0.5
-1-
The slope of the curve at start and A(3). 8(3)
end points is defined by the slope
of the line connecting the control
-1.5 - points.
0 1 2 3 4 5
Figure 6.1 - A sample Bezier curve
Two important observations may be made from Figure 6.1. The first is that the slope of
the curve at its start and end is controlled by the slope of the line connecting the first two
and final two control points respectively. The second is that the endpoints of the curve
are co-located with the first and last control points.
6.3 Issues peculiar to the representation of foils
Certain practical considerations must be considered when defining a foil with Bezier
curves. Defining a foil with a single curve is possible, but the difficulty in controlling the
chord length of the body makes single curve foils unattractive. A body created with a
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single curve is shown in Figure 6.2. The trailing edge is precisely located by fixing the
position of the first and final control points, but the position of the leading edge is
difficult to determine a priori. Single curve foils are, therefore, of little use in practice.
2.5
21-
1.5
1
0.5 1
OF
-0.5 -
2
3
S
1,5
4
-1 -
-1.5 I
-1
I II I L I
0 2 3 4 51
Figure 6.2 - A foil shape generated using a single Bezier curve
Two curve foils are attractive because they offer precise control over the length of the
body, the trailing edge angle, and the leading edge angle. The sample foil in Figure 6.3,
for example, was created from the following A and B vectors.
0 0 0
Aupper =0- , B,,pper = 0.51' A 'ower = , B lower
4 0 41
0
-0.25
-0.1
0
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2
1.5 1-
0.5-
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
-2
-1
Upper 3
Upper 2
Upper 1 Upper4,
Lower 1 Lower 4
Lower 2Lower 3
0 2 3 4 5
Figure 6.3 - A foil defined by two Bezier curves
In general we wish to avoid the creation of cusped leading edges. In examining Figure
6.3 note that a cusped leading edge can be avoided by making the first and second control
points of both curves collinear. The foils generated in the figures above were created
using a simple MATLAB code that has been provided as Appendix B.
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Chapter 7:
Optimization studies
7.1 Overview
In this chapter we present the results of efforts to reduce the drag-to-lift ratio of a foil
section and of a lifting surface. With our results we present the difficulties experienced
in each problem and our methods for overcoming them.
7.2 Optimization of a Karman-Trefftz foil
7.2.1 Baseline design and design variables
The drag-to-lift ratio of a hydrofoil section was minimized using the conjugate direction
method. The initial design was generated using the Karman-Trefftz mapping function
with xC =--0.1, yc =0, and r =20'. The foil was set to operate at a chord Froude
number of 4.80 and a depth Froude number of 3.39. A symmetric foil was chosen due to
the difficulty in representing asymmetric foils with a half-cosine panel scheme. While
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full-cosine spacing, as discussed in Chapter 3, provides better resolution near the trailing
edge, the proximity of doublets near the trailing edge gives rise to unacceptable round off
errors. The foil was represented with Bezier curves in the manner described in Chapter 6.
To preserve foil symmetry during the course of the study the upper curve was mirrored to
the lower curve. The foil's angle of attack was fixed at 8'. The baseline foil's geometry
and control points are shown as Figure 7.1. The numbered arrows in Figure 7.1 represent
the design variables of the problem.
X2
XXl
X4
X5::
X 6
Figure 7.1 - Baseline foil geometry, control points, and design variables
7.2.2 Formal statement of the optimization problem
A formal statement of the optimization problem is given as Equation 7.1.
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Minimize Pdn.,d8
f (Pd + p)ndS
Subject to d, a = constant (7.1)
X1, x2, 4 0
In Equation 7.1 Pd is the pressure due to dynamic effects, p, is the hydrostatic pressure, nx
is the component of the inward-directed normal vector in the x direction, and nz is the
component of the normal vector in the z direction. The numerator of Equation 7.1 is the
drag force experienced by the foil section; the denominator is the total lift force produced
by the section.
The equality constraints in Equation 7.1 ensure that the foil's depth, d, and angle of
attack, a, remain unchanged. The inequality constraints are imposed on the vertical
coordinate design variables (xI, x 2 , and X4) shown in Figure 7.1 and were added to ensure
that the curves defining the foil did not cross one another.
7.2.3 Means of Optimization and results
The conjugate direction method described in Chapter 5 was used to minimize the cost
function. The first iteration of the conjugate direction method involves a gradient
computation and a line search in the direction of steepest descent. The line search
produces consistent reductions in the cost function up to the point that the inequality
constraint on x4 was met. The first iteration produced an 18% reduction in the drag-to-lift
ratio of the foil. The geometry at the end of the first iteration is shown as Figure 7.2.
The original configuration is shown as a dotted line. The location of the control points at
the end of the first iteration are plotted as circles.
To ensure that the second iteration would not result in a violation of the inequality
constraint on x4 the design variable was fixed at the value it took at the conclusion of the
first iteration. We understand, then, that the result of the routine was finding a boundary
minimum - that is a minimum that lies on the boundary of a constraint. The second line
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search was conducted after computing the conjugate direction using Equation 5.7. The
search in the conjugate direction found decreases in the cost function until the constraint
on x, was encountered. The routine was exited after the second iteration.
1.5
0.5
-C
-0.5 -
-1
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Figure 7.2 - Foil geometry and control points at the end of the first iteration;
shown dotted for comparison
original configuration is
The reductions in x, during the second iteration produced a sharp leading edge as shown
in Figure 7.3. The sharp leading edge caused high velocities near the forward portion of
the foil. The pressure at the leading edge was much lower than at any other point on the
foil, and round-off errors in the pressure integrations resulted. The final pressure
integration showed a 90% reduction in the cost function over the first iteration's final
design. The result is, of course, erroneous. This is a good example of a case in which the
mathematical model chosen may cause the optimization routine to choose a design that
would not perform well in practice. The two-dimensional potential flow model is not
able to discern between flows that will remain attached and those that will separate. The
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extremely low pressure area at the leading edge of the foil would, in practice, cause early
separation as the flow would encounter a strong adverse pressure gradient.
1.5-
0
0.5 -
-1
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Figure 7.3 - Final foil geometry and location of control points
Clearly, constraints need to be added to bound the search to practical designs. We
recognize that the insights gained from this optimization study are limited by the
mathematical model and numerical errors as discussed in the paragraph above. One
observation, however, seems to be particularly interesting. Both the first and second
search directions traded buoyancy in order to decrease the foil's drag. Buoyancy is
"free" in the sense that it provides lift without putting any power into the water.
Dynamic effects, however, are apparently more important to the creation of an efficient
foil at high speed than is buoyancy.
Detailed results of this study are included as Appendix D.
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7.3 Optimization of a high-speed lifting surface
7.3.1 Baseline design and design variables
The drag-to-lift ratio of a lifting surface was minimized by varying the spanwise
circulation distribution in the direction of steepest descent. The second through tenth
coefficients of Glauert's circulation series, Equation 2.6, were the only design variables
considered for this problem. The span of the hydrofoil was fixed at 15 m, its depth was
fixed at 8 m, and it was set to operate at 30 m/s. To produce an initially elliptically-
loaded lifting surface, the design variables were initially set to zero. The resulting
baseline circulation distribution is shown as Figure 7.4.
30 -
25 -
20 -
L 15
10 -
5
0
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 0
Y
Figure 7.4 - Baseline circulation distribution
The baseline surface was constructed as an assemblage of the baseline Karman-Trefftz
foils described in the previous section. In order to determine the spanwise chord length
distribution (and, hence, the spanwise distributions of wave drag and sectional area) the
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relationship between the chord length and the circulation developed by the foil section
were determined through numerical experiments. The baseline spanwise chord
distribution is shown as Figure 7.5. The aspect ratio of the baseline lifting surface was
12.2.
0
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
Y
Figure 7.5 - Baseline chord distribution
With this chord distribution we find that the baseline foil operates at a chord Froude
number of 6.80 and depth Froude number of 3.39.
The performance
Table 7.1
of the baseline foil was computed and key metrics are presented in
Dynamic Lift
Force of Buoyancy
Induced Drag
Wave Drag
Viscous Drag
Baseline Drag-to-Lift
Ratio
9.807 X106 N
3.660x 10' N
2.950 x10 5 N
5.044x 104 N
8.336x 104 N
0.0436
Table 7.1 - Key metrics of the baseline lifting surface
The geometry of the baseline lifting surface is shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6 - The baseline lifting surface
7.3.2 Formal statement of the optimization problem
We seek to minimize the ratio of total drag to total lift experienced by a foil section
producing a given dynamic lift. The dynamic lift produced by the foil is fixed by a,. We
note that the dynamic lift produced by the baseline configuration is two orders of
magnitude greater than the lift generated by buoyancy. Fixing a, at 0.301 satisfies the
first equality constraint in the formal statement of the optimization problem, Equation
7.1. The remaining equality constraints ensure that the depth at which the surface
operates and its angle of attack remain constant.
Minimize DW+D +F,
F, +pgV
Subject to F =9.807 x106  (7.2)
d, a = constant
We might have also used the position of the foil section Bezier control points shown in
Figure 7.1 as inputs to the optimization problem. Doing so would improve the
performance of the optimization routine. However, the computational cost associated
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with including the Bezier control points as design variables was prohibitive. Adopting
the Bezier representation of the baseline foil geometry described in the previous section
would require 60 runs of Fudge 3 to compute the gradient of Equation 7.2. For
simplicity, therefore, we will leave the baseline foil section geometry unchanged.
7.3.3 Means of Optimization and results
A simple MATLAB@ code (provided in Appendix A) was written to compute the
gradient of the cost function and perform a line search in the direction of steepest descent.
The code generated lookup tables for wave drag, sectional area, and chord length based
on interpolating the results of numerical experiments. Thus, the code was able to recover
these values for the given spanwise value of circulation.
The gradient of cost function computed for the baseline configuration is given as
Equation 7.3.
[VF(k) = (0.5826,0.1375,0.1228, -0.0005, -0.1514,0.0748,0.0497, -0.0045, -0.0802) (7.3)
The magnitude of the gradient is of order 101. As the magnitude is significantly greater
than zero, we can expect that proceeding in the direction of steepest descent will produce
notable reductions in the value of the cost function. Small excursions from the baseline
geometry did, in fact, produce marked improvements in the drag-to-lift ratio while
maintaining reasonable geometries. The farther we search in the direction of steepest
descent, the more we become concerned that the geometries being developed violate the
basic assumptions of our mathematical model. The evolution of the chord distribution as
the search progressed along the path of steepest descent is shown in Figure 7.7.
Progressing much past c= 0.01 produced large increases in the center span chord length
and more radical changes in the slope of the chord distribution curve. Both of these
trends produce geometries that are not well treated by strip theory, so we can expect that
the accuracy of our wave drag computations will be degraded. The geometries plotted in
Figure 7.6 seem, upon inspection, to be reasonably treatable by our mathematical model
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inasmuch as the change in chord, and hence circulation, with the spanwise coordinate is
low.
- Baseline
-- E =0.001
6=0.004
-- - E=0.009
0
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y
Figure 7.7 - Evolution of chord distribution in the direction of steepest descent
The circulation distributions corresponding to the chord distributions plotted in Figure 7.7
are plotted in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8 - Evolution of circulation distribution in the direction of steepest descent
The reduction in the drag-to-lift ratio for small values of 6 is detailed in figure 7.9. Note
that the greatest excursion from the baseline design considered, C = 0.009, produced an
8.2% reduction in the cost function.
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Figure 7.9- Reduction in drag-to-lift ratio in direction of steepest descent
Fixing the value of a, ensured that the total lift remained nearly constant in the direction
of steepest descent. While the total drag experienced by the foil was reduced by 8.4% at
. = 0.009, the total lift was reduced by only 0.1%. Our equality constraint in Equation
7.2 is, therefore, very nearly equivalent to an equality constraint on the total lift produced
by the body. As the relationship between the two-dimensional foil section chord length
and the circulation it generates was determined for a free-surface flow, we recognize that
the pseudo-constraint on the total lift accounts for free surface effects.
We would like to understand how proceeding in the direction of steepest descent
produced reductions in the cost function. It is clear from the paragraph above that the
total lift was nearly unchanged. We therefore examine the relative magnitude of the drag
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forces experienced by the lifting surface. Table 7.2 gives the change in each drag force in
the search direction.
6= 0.001 =.004 6= 0.009
Wave Drag -3.90% -15.20% -31.80%
Viscous Drag -2.60% -10.20% -22.70%
Induced Drag 0.01% 0.11% 0.58%
Table 7.2 - Change in drag forces in the direction of steepest descent
Table 7.2 clearly shows that accepting small increases in the lifting surface's induced
drag resulted in large decreases in wave drag and viscous drag.
While additional iterations would doubtless produce additional improvements in the cost
function, the optimization routine was exited after the first iteration. It is clear from
observing the evolution of the foil planform in Figure 7.6 that more sophisticated
constraints need to be added to the problem to limit the search to geometries that do not
violate the assumptions of the mathematical model as stated in Chapter 2. At this stage
we are content with our conclusion that elliptical loading does not necessarily produce
the most efficient lifting surface when viscous effects, buoyancy, and wave drag are
considered.
Detailed results are included as Appendix F.
7.4 Optimization of a low-speed lifting surface
7.4.1 Baseline design and design variables
The results of the previous section suggest that large improvements in the drag-to-lift
ratio of a high-speed lifting surface may be realized by adjusting the coefficients in the
circulation series. We would like to know if similar improvements may be made in low-
speed lifting surfaces. To this end, the optimization study described in section 7.2 was
repeated for the same planform operating at a chord Froude number of 2.27 (equivalent in
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this case to 10 m/s or approximately 20 knots). While 20 knots is not considered low-
speed for a conventional hull form, it is certainly at the low end of speeds at which we
would expect a foil-borne vessel to operate. The submergence of the lifting surface was
unchanged, giving a depth Froude number of 1.13. The value of a] was set to 0.263 to
ensure that the baseline spanwise chord distribution was identical to that shown in Figure
7.5. All other circulation series coefficients were set to zero. Thus, the baseline
planform is elliptically-loaded.
The formal statement of the optimization problem is unchanged from Equation 7.2.
7.4.2 Means of optimization and results
The method of optimization in the study is essentially the same as that in the previous
study. The two-dimensional foil section used was identical to that used in the previous
section. Testing of the foil section at the new lower speed was accomplished using
Fudge 3.
The gradient of the cost function at the baseline design point is given as Equation 7.4.
[VF(XfC) = (- 0.0056, 0.0010, 0.0011, 0.0003, -0.0015, 0.0003, 0.0006, 0.0002, 0.0034) (7.4)
The magnitude of the gradient of the cost function is of order 10-5. Such a low magnitude
implies that little is to be gained by deviating from the baseline design. In fact, we find
the maximum reduction in the cost function found in the direction of steepest descent was
of order 10-6; it is hardly distinguishable from numerical error and certainly well beyond
the level of accuracy of the mathematical model. Moreover, after finding this
questionable minimum, the value of the cost function increases in the search direction.
We conclude, therefore, that our baseline design is optimal for all practical purposes.
Induced drag has dominated our optimization process, and little is to be gained by
abandoning an elliptical circulation distribution at lower Froude numbers.
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Detailed results are provided as Appendix E. An examination of these results compared
with those in Appendix F reveals that the induced drag in the low-speed case was fully an
order of magnitude higher than that in the high-speed study. This is a consequence of
Equations 2.6 and 2.7.
7.5 Constrained optimization of a lifting surface
7.5.1 Baseline design and design variables
We would like to examine the effect of an equality constraint on the total lift generated
by the lifting surface. Of interest is whether or not the optimization routine will
significantly adjust the ratio of dynamic lift to static lift for a realistic total required lift.
In this case, we consider a total required lift of 9.8 x 106N (1,000 tones) being supported
by a foil operating at 30 m/s. The design variables of the problem are the first ten
coefficients of Glauert's circulation series. Whereas we have previously fixed the value
of a,, we allow it to vary in this study so that the optimization routine has the flexibility
to reduce dynamic lift in favor of buoyancy. The baseline circulation distribution is
elliptically-distributed with a, = 0.0301 and all other baseline coefficients being zero.
This loading produced a total lift within 5% of the desired total lift.
All other quantities remain fixed. The span of the lifting surface is fixed at 15 m. The
geometry of the foil sections that make up the lifting surface is shown in Figure 7.1. As
in previous sections, the lifting surface operates at an 80 angle of attack and a depth of 8
m.
7.5.2 Formal statement of the optimization problem
We write the formal statement of the optimization problem as Equation 7.4. The cost
function is the ratio of drag-to-lift. The first equality constraint sets the surface's depth,
angle of attack, and span. The second equality constraint implies that we are only
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considering the first 10 coefficients, a, through aj0 , of Glauert's series. The final
equality constraint fixes to total lift generated by the surface.
Minimize F,+ D+D,
F,+pgV
Subject to d, a, s = constant (7.4)
a, =Oforn>10
F, +, pgV = 9.8x106
7.5.3 Means of optimization
The cost function in Equation 7.xxx can be modified by directly incorporating the
constraint on the total lift using the technique of Lagrange multipliers. This is done in
Equation 7.5.
F, + D +D V9x0Y
J = Ff + (F, + pgV - 9.8 xly 10)2(7.5)
F, +pgV
The second term in the modified cost function vanishes when the equality constraint on
the total lift is satisfied. The choice of A is made to ensure that the value of second term
is roughly one order of magnitude lower than the value of the first term. Greater values
of A result in the problem being dominated by the constraint; little improvement in the
cost function is observed in this case. Lower values of A produce large oscillations in the
computed cost function as the routine continuously corrects for overshooting the desired
value of the equality constraint.
The optimization routine used in this study computed the gradient of Equation 7.5 and
then proceeded toward a local minimum in the direction of steepest descent. The routine
was exited when a line search in the direction of steepest descent failed to produce any
improvement in the value of the cost function.
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7.5.4 Results
The constrained optimization routine produced small reductions in the cost function by
minimizing the modified cost function, Equation 7.5. With A set to 10-1 the routine
reduced the value of the modified cost function, Equation 7.5, as shown in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10 - Reduction in the modified cost function with successive iterations
Reducing the modified cost function produced a small improvement in the drag-to-lift
ratio of the lifting surface as detailed in Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.11 - Reduction in drag-to-lift with successive iterations
The baseline and final chord distributions are plotted as Figure 7.12. It is apparent from
viewing Figure 7.12 that the geometry changed very little over the course of the
optimization. A more thorough treatment of this problem that allows the foil section
geometry to vary is left to future research.
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Figure 7.12 - Baseline and final spanwise chord distribution
Detailed results are included as Appendix G.
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Conclusions
8.1 Summary of results
We conclude that gradient-based techniques have merit in the optimization of foil
sections and lifting surfaces within the confines of our mathematical model.
Improvements in the drag-to-lift ratio for two-dimensional sections and lifting surfaces
were achieved by using first-order optimization techniques. The use of Bezier curves to
represent the foil geometry was particularly effective as a means of reducing the number
of design variables and, consequently, the computation cost of the optimization process.
The technique of using the coefficients of Glauert's circulation series as design variables
produced significant cost function reductions.
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Certain physical insights were gained during the two-dimensional optimization process.
We were initially curious to see if the routine would generate a large, highly buoyant
lifting section. It did not. At high speeds it is advantageous to reduce the buoyancy of a
foil section or lifting surface. The loss of buoyant force is more than compensated for by
the decrease in wave drag. We note that the two-dimensional potential flow model
caused complications during the optimization process. A certain degree of intuition is
necessary to prevent the optimization routine from developing foil sections that are likely
to experience early separation or cavitation.
In the case of lifting surface optimization, allowing induced drag to increase can produce
geometries with significantly reduced wave and friction drag. The technique of fixing the
value of a, in Glauert's series was particularly effective in essentially constraining the
total lift produced by the lifting surface.
The robustness of the two-dimensional flow solver was demonstrated in Chapter 4. We
conclude that Fudge 3 performed well within the ranges of operating parameters
considered.
8.2 Recommendations for future work
We are generally comfortable with the robustness of the mathematical model. The
theories upon which the model is built are well-know and widely used. We would like,
however, to see the results of this study validated using more model tests or more
sophisticated computational tools. A fully nonlinear two-dimensional flow solver, a
three-dimensional flow solver, or a coupled potential flow-boundary layer flow solver
could be used either to produce more accurate inputs into the optimization process or to
ensure that the numerical results obtained from Fudge 3 and the lifting line code are
accurate to within a desired degree.
Improvements in the optimization process should be investigated. Constraints in the
process should be added to reduce the possibility of the routine converging to design that
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achieves a minimum by exploiting the weaknesses of the mathematical model. Adopting
a second-order search routine would likely improve the rate of convergence to a local
minimum. An early goal of this study was to use an adjoint approach to optimization.
Exploiting duality by using the adjoint approach has been shown significantly to reduce
the computational cost in optimization studies. An effort should be made to implement
the results of Section 5.4.
Follow-on studies could include the optimization of a lifting surface to reduce
undesirable motions. Looking beyond lifting surfaces, we can certainly envision the
techniques described in this thesis being used to reduce the motions of offshore structures
or to reduce the drag of conventional vessels. The optimization studies in this thesis
begin at only one design point. It is strongly recommended that the use of zero-order
searches be explored to look beyond conventional designs in the search for a global
minimum.
Shape optimization is very fertile territory for naval architects. As computing power
increases we can only assume that the use of gradient-based techniques will grow, and
better geometries will be developed.
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Appendix A:
A MATLAB Code to Extend Two-Dimensional Foil
Results to Three Dimensions
A. 1 Overview and user instructions
The MATLAB code given in the following section was developed to extend lifting
section results to take induced drag, buoyancy, and viscous drag into account. The code
implements the three-dimensional portion of the mathematical model as described in
Chapter 2.
The user enters the code having obtained two-dimensional results for geometrically
similar foil sections operating at the desired speed and depth. The chord lengths of the
foils are entered into the vector "chord." The circulation developed by the sections, their
areas, and the wave drag they experienced are entered in the appropriate vectors. The
code interpolates the user-provided values with cubic splines and builds a lookup table
from which to extract values needed to complete the computations described in Chapter
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2. The user must ensure that proper values of the operating speed and span are entered in
the appropriate variables. The user may also specify the first ten coefficients of Glauert's
circulation series.
The code computes a variety of dimensional and dimensionless values that may be
interrogated from the MATLAB command line following execution. Spanwise
circulation, chord length, sectional area, and sectional wave drag are plotted.
A.1 threed.m
% threed.m
% Extends two dimensional results for foil sections operating beneath
% a free surface to include some three dimensional effects.
% By Gregory M. Tozzi
% Constants
rho = 1025;
g = 9.807;
% Foil-specific inputs
chord = [0 0.5 1 2 3 4];
gamma = [0 7.34E+00 1.43E+01 2.73E+01 3.87E+01 4.90E+011;
area = [0 3.19E-02 0.1274552 0.5098208 1.147097 2.039283];
drag = [0 3.65E+02 1.79E+03 6.94E+03 1.38E+04 2.35E+04];
% Foil operating parameters
s = 15; % span (m)
U = 30; % speed (m/s)
twoUs = 2*U*s;
a = [0.0301 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
% Spanwise discretization
number = 1000;
% Creation of lookup tables by spline fitting
chordsp = linspace (min(chord) ,max (chord) ,number);
gammasp = spline(chord, gamma, chordsp);
areasp = spline(chord, area, chordsp);
dragsp = spline(chord, drag, chordsp);
% Establishment of y and y tilda coordinates from Glauert
yt = linspace(pi/2,pi,number);
y = -s/2.*cos(yt);
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% Extraction of midspan chord length from foil data
% Circulation distribution
suma = 0;
for count = 1:10
suma = suma + a(count).*sin(count.*yt);
end
Gamma = twoUs.*suma;
% Lookup routine
clear count;
for count = 1:length(y)
[val index] = min((gammasp - Gamma(count)).^2);
Chord(count) = chordsp(index);
area(count) = areasp(index);
secdrag(count) = dragsp(index);
end
% Integrators
dy = (max(y) - min(y))/length(y);
S = sum(Chord) * dy * 2;
Volume = sum(area) * dy * 2;
Buoyancy = Volume * rho * g;
WaveDrag = sum(secdrag) * dy * 2;
% Friction drag lookup table
friction = linspace(0.0001, .009, 10000);
% Friction drag computation routine
Re = U * max(Chord) / (1.83 * 10^-6);
testi = 0.242./sqrt(friction);
test2 = log10(Re .* friction);
[value, I] = min((testl - test2).^2);
CF = friction(I);
% Multiply by two to account for both sides of the foil
FrictionDrag = CF * rho * S * U^2 * 2;
% Performance computations
A = s^2/S;
Fz = pi/2*rho*U^2*s^2*a(1);
Lift = Fz + Buoyancy;
CL = Lift/(.5*rho*U^2*S);
sumb = 0;
for count = 2:length(a);
sumb = count.*(a(count)/a(1))
end
Fx = 2*Fz^2/(pi*rho*U^2*s^2).*(1+
Drag = WaveDrag + Fx + FrictionDr
CD = Drag/(.5*rho*U^2*S);
DtoL = CD/CL;
ratio
CLd = Fz/(.5*rho*U^2*S);
% Aspect ratio
% Dynamic lift force (N)
% Total lift (N)
% Total lift coefficient
% Induced drag force (N)
% Total drag (N)
% Total drag coefficent
% Total drag to total lift
% Lift coefficient due to dynamic lift
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CDd = Fx/(.5*rho*U^2*S); % Drag coefficent due to induced drag
LiftT = Lift/9.807/1000; % Lift in Tonnes
% Display or results
figure(1)
Chordo2 = Chord./2;
plot(y,Chordo2)
hold on
plot(y,-Chordo2)
plot (-y,Chordo2)
plot (-y, -Chordo2)
title('Sample Planform')
box off
hold on
plot(y,Gamma, 'r:')
plot (-y, Gamma, 'r:')
plot(y,secdrag/1000,'g:')
plot(-y,secdrag/1000,'g:')
plot (y,area, 'k: ')
plot (-y, area, 'k:')
plot(y,Chord,'c:')
plot(-y,Chord, 'c:')
axis equal
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A MATLAB Code to Generate Bezier Curves
B. 1 Overview and user instructions
The following MATLAB code generates two Bezier curves and is suitable for generating
foil sections. The user enters the x location of the upper control points as Au and the z
location of the upper control points as Bu. The lower control points are entered similarly.
The discretization of the curves is set in the vector t. The code computes the values of
the Bernstein basis functions (Equation 7.3) using the subroutine Jm. The two curves
and their associated control points are plotted.
B.2 bez.m
% bez.m
% A code to generate two Bezier curves for use in creating foil shapes
% By Gregory M. Tozzi
t = linspace(0,1,1000); % Discretization of the parametric curve
Au = [4 1 0 1 4]; % Upper control point x locations
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Bu = [0 1 0.5 -0.1 0];
Al = [4 1 0 1 4];
Bl = [0 1 0.5 -0.1 0];
nu = length(Au) - 1;
nl = length(Al) - 1;
% Initialize vectors
Pxu = 0;
Pzu = 0;
Pxl = 0;
Pzl = 0;
% Upper curve
% Upper control point z locations
% Lower control point x locations
% Lower control point z locations
% Number of upper control points less 1
% Number of upper control points less 1
for i = 0:nu
Jeval = J(n,i,t);
Pxu = Pxu + Au(i+1) .* Jeval;
Pzu = Pzu + Bu(i+1) .* Jeval;
end
% Lower curve
for i = 0:nl
Jeval = J(n,i,t);
Pxl = Pxl + Al(i+1) .* Jeval;
Pzl = Pzl + Bl(i+1) .* Jeval;
end
% Plot results
figure(1)
clf
hold on
plot(Pxu, Pzu)
hold on
plot(Pxl, Pzl)
plot(Au, Bu, 'kx')
plot(Al, Bl, 'kx')
axis equal
B.3 J.m
J.m
A MATLAB function to evaluate Bernstein basis functions
By Gregory M. Tozzi
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function [Jeval] = J(n,i,t)
Jeval = factorial(n) ./ factorial(i)
t.^i .* (1-t) .^ (n-i);
./ factorial(n-i) .* ..
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A MATLAB Conformal Mapping Code
C.1 Overview and user instructions
A FORTRAN conformal mapping code developed by Professor Justin E. Kerwin was
ported to MATLAB for use in this study. While compiled FORTRAN code will usually
run much faster than uncompiled MATLAB code, the ease of extracting data from
MATLAB for use in other programs and low computational cost of obtaining a
conformal mapping solution made porting the code attractive.
Upon execution the user is asked to provide the input values for the Karman-Trefftz
mapping function. Discussions of conformal mapping are available in Katz and Plotkin
and Abbot and von Doenhoff. The user also provides the extent of the computational
domain and its degree of refinement. The code returns plots of the foil geometry,
computational grid, pressure field, and pressure coefficient as a function of chordwise
coordinate.
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C.1 mapsl.m
% MATLAB version of MAPSL
% Based on the origional FORTRAN code by Professor J. E. Kerwin
% Ported to MATLAB by Gregory M. Tozzi
% Clear working variables and arrays
clear xc yc taudeg lambda f12 alphadeg alpha rcsq
clear rc beta gamma g thetal theta2 dtheta ntheta rmax
clear dr xi eta cp w foil ufoil v foil z zeta
% Constant for radian conversion
rad = 1.7453293E-02;
% Get values from user
xc = input('xc -
yc = input('yc -
taudeg = input('tau -
% compute the value of lambda
lambda = 2 - taudeg/180
f12 = 4 * lambda^2;
% Request angle of attack from user
alphadeg = input('alpha (in degrees) -
% Convert angle of attack to radians
alpha = alphadeg * rad;
rcsq = (1 - xc) ^2 + yc ^2;
rc = sqrt(rcsq);
beta = atan(yc/(l-xc));
% Compute circulation to enforce Kutta condition
gamma = -4*pi*rc*sin(beta+alpha);
g = gamma/(2*pi);
% Request domain extent and discretization from user
thetal = input('thetal -
theta2 = input('theta2 -
dtheta = input('dtheta -
ntheta = ceil((theta2 + thetal)/dtheta);
rmax = input('Maximum grid radius -
dr = input('Enter radial spacing -
nradial = ceil((rmax-rc)/dr);
% Conformal mapping routine
for m = 1:nradial
r = rc+real(m-l)*dr;
rsq = r^2;
for n = 1:ntheta
theta = rad * (thetal - real(n-1)*dtheta);
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x = xc + r * cos(theta);
y = yc + r * sin(theta);
u = cos(alpha) - rcsq * cos(2*theta-alpha)/rsq - g *
... sin(theta)/r;
v = sin(alpha) - rcsq * sin(2*theta-alpha)/rsq + g *
... cos(theta)/r;
z(m,n) = complex(x,y);
w_circle(m,n) = complex(u,-v);
zpl = (z(m,n) + 1)^lambda;
zml = (z(m,n) - 1)^lambda;
zeta = lambda*(zpl + zml)/(zpl - zml);
xi(m,n) = real(zeta);
eta(m,n) = imag(zeta);
dzetadz = fl2*((z(m,n)-1)^(lambda-1)*(z(m,n)+1)^(lambda...
... 1))/(zpl-zml) ^2;
if abs(dzetadz)>0.001
w foil(m,n) = wcircle(m,n)/dzeta dz;
else
w foil(m,n) = 0;
end
cp(m,n) = abs(wfoil(m,n))^2 - 1;
end
end
u foil = real(wfoil);
v foil = -imag(wfoil);
% Plot grid geometry
%figure(1)
%clf
%title('Computational Domain')
%plot(xi, eta, 'r.')
%xlabel('\xi')
%ylabel('\eta')
%axis equal
% Plot grid geometry with flow
%figure(2)
%clf
%title('Flow Field')
%plot(xi,eta, 'r.')
%hold on
%quiver(xi,eta,ufoil,vfoil);
%xlabel('\xi')
%ylabel('\eta')
%axis equal
% Plot pressure field
figure (3)
clf
title('Pressure Field')
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surface (xi, eta, cp)
axis equal
figure (4)
clf
plot n(xi(1,:)cp(1,
hold on
plot (xi (1,:),eta (1,:),r:'
II
Appendix D:
Detailed Results of Foil Section Optimization
D.1 Overview
Detailed results of the optimization study described in section 6.2 are given in the
following section. Recall from section 6.2 that the initial line search was truncated to
avoid generating inadmissible geometries. The second gradient computation includes all
design variables, however, to allow for the possibility that the second search direction
would return the fourth design variable to an admissible location.
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D.2 Results
Initial gradient calculation, h = 0.001
Design
Variable
1
2
3
4
5
6
F(X, +h)
0.01562
0.015585
0.015578
0.015657
0.015614
0.015609
F(X, -h)
0.015565
1.559E-02
0.015573
0.015561
0.015618
0.015563
aF
ax,
0.027179
-0.001677
0.002689
0.047728
-0.001973
0.023035
Line search in direction of steepest descent
CL
8.08E-01
8.07E-01
8.11E-01
8.05E-01
7.95E-01
8.08E-01
8.08E-01
CD
1.26E-02
1.22E-02
1.19E-02
1.13E-02
1.03E-02
1.05E-02
1.04E-02
Improvement
2.18E-04
6.81 E-04
1.06E-03
1.70E-03
2.74E-03
2.76E-03
2.81 E-03
Second gradient computation
F(X, +h)
0.012848
0.012773
0.012696
0.012731
0.012746
0.012736
F(X, -h)
0.012641
0.01268
0.012734
0.012692
0.012734
0.012724
Computation of conjugate direction, 8 = 10.4
-VF('X) I 
-s(I- )
0.10355
0.046828
-0.019103
-0.027179
0.001677
-0.002689
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
1
1.1
1.12
I. -\A('X)
2.00
1.90
1.80
1.70
1.55
1.50
1.49
F('X)
1.54E-02
1.49E-02
1.45E-02
1.39E-02
1.28E-02
1.28E-02
1.28E-02
Design
Variable
1
2
3
4
5
6
ax,
0.10355
0.046828
-0.019103
0.019287
0.005932
0.006187
S( k)
-0.386387
-0.029373
-0.008877
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- VF(X)
0.005932
0.006187
S(-1X)
0.001973
-0.023035
S('k)
0.014603
-0.245892
Second line search
F('X)
1.17E-02
1.12E-02
1.07E-02
1.03E-02
9.88E-03
9.51 E-03
9.04E-03
6.35E-03
1.28E-03
Improvement
1.05E-03
1.55E-03
2.10E-03
2.50E-03
2.89E-03
3.26E-03
3.73E-03
6.42E-03
1.15E-02
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.035
0.04
0.045
0.05
0.07
0.09
CL
0.8046
0.8043
0.8036
0.8021
0.7984
0.8016
0.8011
0.7987
0.7859
CD
0.009528
0.009115
0.008658
0.008323
0.007966
0.007695
0.00731
0.005122
0.001019
A('X)
1.464
1.436
1.409
1.395
1.382
1.368
1.354
1.3
1.246
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Appendix E:
Detailed Results of Low-Speed Planform
Optimization
E.1 Overview
Detailed results of the optimization study described in section 6.3 are given below. Note
that values of e are much larger than those used in other optimization studies due to the
very small magnitude of the gradient of the cost function. The decrease in cost function
is impreceptable at any reasonable level of accuracy.
E. 1 Results
Ir
oyancy (N) (
3.5922E-04
3.5920E-04
3.5919E-04
3.5917E-04
3.5915E-04
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iduced Drag
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
Wave Drag
(N)
1.0780E+04
1.0779E+04
1.0779E+04
1.0778E+04
1.0778E+04
Viscious Drag
(N)
1.0917E+04
1.0917E+04
1.0916E+04
1.0916E+04
1.0916E+04
C
0
0.15
0.3
0.45
0.6
D/L
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
BL
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Buoyancy (N)
0.75
0.9
1.05
1.2
1.35
1.5
1.65
1.8
1.95
2.1
2.25
2.4
2.55
2.7
2.85
3
3.15
3.3
3.45
3.6
3.75
3.9
4.05
4.2
4.35
4.5
4.65
4.8
4.95
5.1
5.25
5.4
5.55
5.7
5.85
6
6.15
6.3
6.45
6.6
6.75
6.9
7.05
Induced Drag
(N)
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
Wave Drag
(N)
Viscious Drag
(N)
3.5913E-04
3.5911 E-04
3.591 OE-04
3.5909E-04
3.5907E-04
3.5906E-04
3.5905E-04
3.5905E-04
3.5903E-04
3.5901 E-04
3.5899E-04
3.5897E-04
3.5896E-04
3.5895E-04
3.5893E-04
3.5891 E-04
3.5890E-04
3.5888E-04
3.5886E-04
3.5884E-04
3.5882E-04
3.5879E-04
3.5878E-04
3.5876E-04
3.5875E-04
3.5874E-04
3.5873E-04
3.5871 E-04
3.5870E-04
3.5869E-04
3.5867E-04
3.5866E-04
3.5865E-04
3.5863E-04
3.5862E-04
3.5861 E-04
3.5859E-04
3.5858E-04
3.5856E-04
3.5854E-04
3.5853E-04
3.5851 E-04
3.5848E-04
C
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
D/L
1.0777E+04
1.0777E+04
1.0776E+04
1.0776E+04
1.0775E+04
1.0775E+04
1.0775E+04
1.0775E+04
1.0774E+04
1.0773E+04
1.0773E+04
1.0772E+04
1.0772E+04
1.0772E+04
1.0771 E+04
1.0771E+04
1.0770E+04
1.0770E+04
1.0769E+04
1.0768E+04
1.0768E+04
1.0767E+04
1.0766E+04
1.0766E+04
1.0766E+04
1.0765E+04
1.0765E+04
1.0765E+04
1.0764E+04
1.0764E+04
1.0763E+04
1.0763E+04
1.0763E+04
1.0762E+04
1.0762E+04
1.0762E+04
1.0761E+04
1.0761E+04
1.0760E+04
1.0759E+04
1.0759E+04
1.0759E+04
1.0757E+04
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1.0915E+04
1.0915E+04
1.0915E+04
1.0915E+04
1.0914E+04
1.0914E+04
1.0914E+04
1.0914E+04
1.0914E+04
1.0913E+04
1.0913E+04
1.0913E+04
1.0912E+04
1.0912E+04
1.0912E+04
1.0912E+04
1.0911E+04
1.0911E+04
1.0911E+04
1.0910E+04
1.091 OE+04
1.0910E+04
1.0909E+04
1.0909E+04
1.0909E+04
1.0909E+04
1.0908E+04
1.0908E+04
1.0908E+04
1.0908E+04
1.0908E+04
1.0907E+04
1.0907E+04
1.0907E+04
1.0907E+04
1.0907E+04
1.0906E+04
1.0906E+04
1.0906E+04
1.0905E+04
1.0905E+04
1.0905E+04
1.0904E+04
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Buoyancy (N)
7.2
7.35
7.5
7.65
7.8
7.95
8.1
8.25
8.4
8.55
8.7
8.85
9
9.15
9.3
9.45
9.6
9.75
9.9
10.05
10.2
10.35
10.5
10.65
10.8
10.95
11.1
11.25
11.4
11.55
11.7
11.85
12
12.15
12.3
12.45
12.6
12.75
12.9
13.05
13.2
13.35
13.5
13.65
13.8
Induced Drag
(N)
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
Wave Drag
(N)
Viscious Drag
(N)
3.5847E-04
3.5846E-04
3.5844E-04
3.5843E-04
3.5841 E-04
3.5841 E-04
3.5839E-04
3.5838E-04
3.5836E-04
3.5835E-04
3.5833E-04
3.5833E-04
3.5831 E-04
3.5830E-04
3.5828E-04
3.5826E-04
3.5824E-04
3.5822E-04
3.5822E-04
3.5819E-04
3.5818E-04
3.5816E-04
3.5815E-04
3.5813E-04
3.5812E-04
3.5810E-04
3.5809E-04
3.5808E-04
3.5807E-04
3.5805E-04
3.5803E-04
3.5802E-04
3.5799E+04
3.5798E+04
3.5796E+04
3.5794E+04
3.5792E+04
3.5791 E+04
3.5789E+04
3.5786E+04
3.5785E+04
3.5783E+04
3.5782E+04
3.5781 E+04
3.5780E+04
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C
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
D/L
1.0757E+04
1.0757E+04
1.0756E+04
1.0756E+04
1.0755E+04
1.0755E+04
1.0755E+04
1.0754E+04
1.0754E+04
1.0753E+04
1.0753E+04
1.0753E+04
1.0752E+04
1.0752E+04
1.0751E+04
1.0751E+04
1.0750E+04
1.0750E+04
1.0749E+04
1.0749E+04
1.0748E+04
1.0748E+04
1.0748E+04
1.0747E+04
1.0747E+04
1.0746E+04
1.0746E+04
1.0745E+04
1.0745E+04
1.0744E+04
1.0744E+04
1.0744E+04
1.0743E+04
1.0742E+04
1.0742E+04
1.0741E+04
1.0740E+04
1.0740E+04
1.0740E+04
1.0739E+04
1.0738E+04
1.0738E+04
1.0737E+04
1.0737E+04
1.0737E+04
1.0904E+04
1.0904E+04
1.0904E+04
1.0904E+04
1.0903E+04
1.0903E+04
1.0903E+04
1.0903E+04
1.0902E+04
1.0902E+04
1.0902E+04
1.0902E+04
1.0901E+04
1.0901 E+04
1.0901E+04
1.0901E+04
1.0900E+04
1.0900E+04
1.0900E+04
1.0899E+04
1.0899E+04
1.0899E+04
1.0899E+04
1.0898E+04
1.0898E+04
1.0898E+04
1.0897E+04
1.0897E+04
1.0897E+04
1.0897E+04
1.0896E+04
1.0896E+04
1.0896E+04
1.0896E+04
1.0895E+04
1.0895E+04
1.0895E+04
1.0894E+04
1.0894E+04
1.0894E+04
1.0894E+04
1.0893E+04
1.0893E+04
1.0893E+04
1.0893E+04
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Buoyancy (N)
3.5779E+04
3.5777E+04
3.5776E+04
3.5775E+04
3.5774E+04
3.5773E+04
3.5771 E+04
3.5770E+04
Induced Drag
(N)
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
2.5058E+06
Wave Drag
(N)
1.0737E+04
1.0736E+04
1.0736E+04
1.0735E+04
1.0735E+04
1.0735E+04
1.0734E+04
1.0734E+04
Viscious Drag
(N)
1.0892E+04
1.0892E+04
1.0892E+04
1.0892E+04
1.0892E+04
1.0891 E+04
1.0891E+04
1.0891 E+04
C
13.95
14.1
14.25
14.4
14.55
14.7
14.85
15
D/L
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
2.6428E-01
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Appendix F:
Detailed Results of High-Speed Planform
Optimization
F.1 Overview
Detailed results of the optimization study described in section 6.2 are given below.
F.1 Results
Buoyancy Induced Drag
(N) (N)
3.6657E+04
3.5162E+04
3.3716E+04
3.2317E+04
3.0965E+04
2.9659E+04
2.8395E+04
2.7177E+04
2.6007E+04
2.4876E+04
2.9539E+05
2.9542E+05
2.9548E+05
2.9558E+05
2.9573E+05
2.9592E+05
2.9615E+05
2.9642E+05
2.9674E+05
2.9709E+05
Wave Drag Friction Drag
(N) (N)
5.0512E+04
4.8518E+04
4.6577E+04
4.4686E+04
4.2847E+04
4.1059E+04
3.9321 E+04
3.7637E+04
3.6012E+04
3.4435E+04
8.3426E+04
8.1283E+04
7.9125E+04
7.701 OE+04
7.4905E+04
7.2814E+04
7.0705E+04
6.8636E+04
6.6584E+04
6.4514E+04
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6 D/L
0
0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
4.3585E-02
4.3174E-02
4.2770E-02
4.2380E-02
4.2000E-02
4.1631 E-02
4.1269E-02
4.0920E-02
4.0584E-02
4.0254E-02
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Buoyancy Induced Drag Wave Drag Friction Drag
6 D/L (N) (N) (N) (N)
0.01
0.011
0.012
0.013
0.014
0.015
0.016
0.017
0.018
0.019
0.02
0.021
0.022
0.023
0.024
0.025
0.026
0.027
0.028
0.029
0.03
0.031
0.032
0.033
0.034
0.035
0.036
0.037
0.038
0.039
0.04
0.041
0.042
0.043
0.044
0.045
0.046
0.047
0.048
0.049
0.05
0.051
0.052
3.9938E-02
3.9633E-02
3.9343E-02
3.9068E-02
3.8807E-02
3.8562E-02
3.8327E-02
3.8106E-02
3.7895E-02
3.7699E-02
3.7516E-02
3.7343E-02
3.7183E-02
3.7034E-02
3.6897E-02
3.6771 E-02
3.6658E-02
3.6556E-02
3.6465E-02
3.6385E-02
3.6317E-02
3.6260E-02
3.6215E-02
3.6183E-02
3.6162E-02
3.6152E-02
3.6158E-02
3.6178E-02
3.6213E-02
3.6262E-02
3.6322E-02
3.6394E-02
3.6476E-02
3.6570E-02
3.6674E-02
3.6789E-02
3.6917E-02
3.7077E-02
3.7248E-02
3.7428E-02
3.7614E-02
3.7807E-02
3.8006E-02
2.3791 E+04
2.2746E+04
2.1743E+04
2.0782E+04
1.9859E+04
1.8977E+04
1.8130E+04
1.7323E+04
1.6549E+04
1.5815E+04
1.5112E+04
1.4444E+04
1.3808E+04
1.3206E+04
1.2638E+04
1.2098E+04
1.1591E+04
1.1116E+04
1.0670E+04
1.0251E+04
9.8618E+03
9.5012E+03
9.1683E+03
8.8625E+03
8.5860E+03
8.3267E+03
8.0970E+03
7.8890E+03
7.7024E+03
7.5356E+03
7.3889E+03
7.2579E+03
7.1432E+03
7.0492E+03
6.9657E+03
6.8998E+03
6.8449E+03
6.8013E+03
6.7601 E+03
6.7269E+03
6.6942E+03
6.6668E+03
6.6439E+03
2.9749E+05
2.9793E+05
2.9842E+05
2.9894E+05
2.9951 E+05
3.0012E+05
3.0077E+05
3.0146E+05
3.0219E+05
3.0297E+05
3.0379E+05
3.0465E+05
3.0555E+05
3.0650E+05
3.0748E+05
3.0851 E+05
3.0958E+05
3.1069E+05
3.1185E+05
3.1305E+05
3.1428E+05
3.1556E+05
3.1689E+05
3.1825E+05
3.1966E+05
3.211 OE+05
3.2259E+05
3.2413E+05
3.2570E+05
3.2732E+05
3.2898E+05
3.3068E+05
3.3242E+05
3.3420E+05
3.3603E+05
3.3790E+05
3.3981 E+05
3.4176E+05
3.4375E+05
3.4579E+05
3.4786E+05
3.4998E+05
3.5215E+05
3.2918E+04
3.1450E+04
3.0035E+04
2.8670E+04
2.7354E+04
2.6091 E+04
2.4875E+04
2.3711 E+04
2.2593E+04
2.1529E+04
2.0511E+04
1.9541 E+04
1.8619E+04
1.7745E+04
1.6921 E+04
1.6141 E+04
1.5409E+04
1.4726E+04
1.4087E+04
1.3490E+04
1.2940E+04
1.2434E+04
1.1972E+04
1.1552E+04
1.1176E+04
1.0830E+04
1.0525E+04
1.0252E+04
1.0009E+04
9.7931 E+03
9.6077E+03
9.4469E+03
9.311 OE+03
9.2052E+03
9.1166E+03
9.0534E+03
9.0052E+03
8.9465E+03
8.8852E+03
8.8332E+03
8.7817E+03
8.7361 E+03
8.6962E+03
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6.2483E+04
6.0469E+04
5.8510E+04
5.6607E+04
5.4750E+04
5.2960E+04
5.1184E+04
4.9449E+04
4.7728E+04
4.6061 E+04
4.4439E+04
4.2827E+04
4.1243E+04
3.9687E+04
3.8159E+04
3.6653E+04
3.5190E+04
3.3739E+04
3.2313E+04
3.0907E+04
2.9546E+04
2.8197E+04
2.6879E+04
2.5606E+04
2.4361 E+04
2.3153E+04
2.2020E+04
2.0953E+04
1.9957E+04
1.9029E+04
1.8137E+04
1.7299E+04
1.6498E+04
1.5736E+04
1.5021E+04
1.4344E+04
1.3735E+04
1.3409E+04
1.3161E+04
1.2939E+04
1.2740E+04
1.2559E+04
1.2388E+04
Annendix F
Buoyancy Induced Drag Wave Drag Friction Drag
e D/L I(N) (N) (N) (N)
0.053
0.054
0.055
0.056
0.057
0.058
0.059
0.06
0.061
0.062
0.063
0.064
0.065
0.066
0.067
0.068
0.069
0.07
0.071
0.072
0.073
0.074
0.075
0.076
0.077
0.078
0.079
0.08
0.081
0.082
0.083
0.084
0.085
0.086
0.087
0.088
0.089
0.09
0.091
0.092
0.093
0.094
0.095
0.096
0.097
3.821 OE-02
3.8420E-02
3.8636E-02
3.8857E-02
3.9083E-02
3.9315E-02
3.9552E-02
3.9793E-02
4.0040E-02
4.0293E-02
4.0549E-02
4.0811 E-02
4.1077E-02
4.1349E-02
4.1625E-02
4.1906E-02
4.2192E-02
4.2482E-02
4.2777E-02
4.3077E-02
4.3382E-02
4.3691 E-02
4.4004E-02
4.4323E-02
4.4645E-02
4.4973E-02
4.5305E-02
4.5641E-02
4.5982E-02
4.6328E-02
4.6678E-02
4.7033E-02
4.7392E-02
4.7756E-02
4.8124E-02
4.8497E-02
4.8874E-02
4.9255E-02
4.9641 E-02
5.0032E-02
5.0427E-02
5.0826E-02
5.1230E-02
5.1638E-02
5.2051 E-02
6.6205E+03
6.6013E+03
6.5862E+03
6.5712E+03
6.5590E+03
6.5511E+03
6.5428E+03
6.5342E+03
6.5311E+03
6.5300E+03
6.5273E+03
6.5293E+03
6.5284E+03
6.5330E+03
6.5376E+03
6.5417E+03
6.5501 E+03
6.5571 E+03
6.5659E+03
6.5754E+03
6.5877E+03
6.5980E+03
6.6113E+03
6.6246E+03
6.6385E+03
6.6558E+03
6.6717E+03
6.6879E+03
6.7059E+03
6.7237E+03
6.7438E+03
6.7618E+03
6.7840E+03
6.8033E+03
6.8249E+03
6.8488E+03
6.8721 E+03
6.8950E+03
6.9184E+03
6.9444E+03
6.9693E+03
6.9968E+03
7.0223E+03
7.0479E+03
7.0771 E+03
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3.5435E+05
3.5660E+05
3.5888E+05
3.6121 E+05
3.6358E+05
3.6600E+05
3.6845E+05
3.7095E+05
3.7349E+05
3.7607E+05
3.7870E+05
3.8136E+05
3.8407E+05
3.8682E+05
3.8961 E+05
3.9244E+05
3.9532E+05
3.9824E+05
4.0120E+05
4.0420E+05
4.0724E+05
4.1033E+05
4.1345E+05
4.1662E+05
4.1983E+05
4.2309E+05
4.2638E+05
4.2972E+05
4.331 OE+05
4.3652E+05
4.3998E+05
4.4349E+05
4.4703E+05
4.5062E+05
4.5425E+05
4.5793E+05
4.6164E+05
4.6540E+05
4.6920E+05
4.7304E+05
4.7692E+05
4.8085E+05
4.8481 E+05
4.8882E+05
4.9287E+05
8.6556E+03
8.6205E+03
8.5901E+03
8.5601 E+03
8.5341 E+03
8.5129E+03
8.491 OE+03
8.4697E+03
8.4549E+03
8.4424E+03
8.4283E+03
8.4199E+03
8.4084E+03
8.4031 E+03
8.3983E+03
8.3930E+03
8.3930E+03
8.3912E+03
8.3919E+03
8.3934E+03
8.3985E+03
8.4011 E+03
8.4076E+03
8.4139E+03
8.4212E+03
8.4325E+03
8.4423E+03
8.4526E+03
8.4648E+03
8.4773E+03
8.4924E+03
8.5053E+03
8.5231 E+03
8.5373E+03
8.5546E+03
8.5746E+03
8.5938E+03
8.6128E+03
8.6325E+03
8.6553E+03
8.6770E+03
8.7016E+03
8.7239E+03
8.7465E+03
8.7736E+03
1.2229E+04
1.2083E+04
1 .1947E+04
1.1813E+04
1.1688E+04
1.1574E+04
1.1465E+04
1.1360E+04
1.1260E+04
1.1 169E+04
1 .1080E+04
1.0992E+04
1.0911E+04
1.0835E+04
1.0764E+04
1.0692E+04
1.0624E+04
1.0560E+04
1.0498E+04
1.0440E+04
1.0385E+04
1.0330E+04
1.0275E+04
1.0229E+04
1.0177E+04
1.01 33E+04
1.0089E+04
1.0047E+04
1.0006E+04
9.9675E+03
9.9307E+03
9.8935E+03
9.8608E+03
9.8256E+03
9.7935E+03
9.7641 E+03
9.7343E+03
9.7052E+03
9.6769E+03
9.6521 E+03
9.6264E+03
9.6024E+03
9.5787E+03
9.5584E+03
9.5386E+03
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Buoyancy Induced Drag Wave Drag Friction Drag
C_ I D/L (N) ( I(N) I(N)
0.098
0.099
0.1
5.2468E-02
5.2889E-02
5.3315E-02
7.1032E+03
7.1334E+03
7.1609E+03
4.9697E+05
5.0110 E+05
5.0528E+05
8.7969E+03
8.8249E+03
8.8504E+03
9.5160E+03
9.4965E+03
9.4766E+03
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Appendix G:
Detailed Results of Constrained Optimization of a
Lifting Surface
G.1 Overview
Detailed results of the optimization study described in section 7.3 are given below.
G.2 Results
Gradient computations
Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
aa,
34.268
-10.134
2.992
-0.901
0.275
-1.417
0.412
aa2
-0.804
-0.512
-0.600
-0.575
-0.581
-0.570
-0.584
0.138
0.124
0.123
0.135
0.119
0.119
0.123
0.231
0.081
0.137
0.121
0.128
0.116
0.125
-0.012
0.016
0.013
0.006
0.019
0.017
0.017
123
ail
-0.220
-0.129
-0.169
-0.155
-0.156
-0.157
-0.166
aa7
0.089
0.066
0.066
0.076
0.064
0.064
0.064
8a8
0.106
0.032
0.070
0.057
0.064
0.059
0.068
aa9
-0.035
-0.005
-0.005
-0.021
-0.008
-0.002
-0.004
-0.112
-0.074
-0.100
-0.093
-0.097
-0.091
-0.096
ADDendix F
_J J a aJ a J J J J 
_ J
Iteration a, ia 2 aa3 aa 4 aa5 a 6 ta7 ta8 ta9 a 10
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
-0.938
0.271
-1.394
0.392
-1.406
0.412
-0.941
0.274
-1.412
0.415
-0.945
0.271
-1.871
0.567
-1.300
0.394
-1.410
0.410
0.321
0.250
-0.570
-0.575
-0.570
-0.581
-0.571
-0.581
-0.571
-0.578
-0.567
-0.580
-0.572
-0.579
-0.565
-0.579
-0.570
-0.580
-0.568
-0.578
-0.578
-0.578
Cost function computations
Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
0.119
0.123
0.122
0.140
0.138
0.136
0.138
0.135
0.139
0.134
0.136
0.137
0.137
0.116
0.136
0.119
0.118
0.118
0.117
0.115
0.125
0.131
0.122
0.126
0.122
0.130
0.126
0.126
0.124
0.130
0.121
0.123
0.120
0.129
0.121
0.123
0.120
0.128
0.126
0.126
D/L
0.043585
0.043345
0.043413
0.043389
0.043393
0.043372
0.04338
0.043366
0.043371
0.04335
0.043358
0.043339
0.043347
0.043334
0.043338
0.043318
0.043325
0.019
0.018
0.019
0.000
-0.001
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.002
0.004
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.017
0.001
0.020
0.016
0.017
0.017
0.016
-0.160
-0.162
-0.160
-0.165
-0.161
-0.163
-0.159
-0.162
-0.159
-0.163
-0.157
-0.163
-0.157
-0.158
-0.156
-0.161
-0.156
-0.163
-0.160
-0.160
0.066
0.066
0.068
0.081
0.076
0.082
0.078
0.076
0.083
0.078
0.075
0.072
0.075
0.062
0.080
0.064
0.061
0.061
0.060
0.060
0.062
0.064
0.064
0.069
0.061
0.061
0.066
0.068
0.061
0.062
0.063
0.060
0.058
0.059
0.064
0.064
0.060
0.058
0.058
0.060
-0.008
-0.009
-0.006
-0.021
-0.024
-0.022
-0.019
-0.018
-0.024
-0.022
-0.018
-0.015
-0.019
-0.002
-0.020
-0.004
-0.006
-0.005
-0.007
-0.006
-0.093
-0.092
-0.087
-0.091
-0.088
-0.087
-0.085
-0.085
-0.084
-0.086
-0.085
-0.082
-0.078
-0.082
-0.076
-0.075
-0.078
-0.076
-0.077
-0.077
J
0.046127
0.04364
0.043421
0.043399
0.043395
0.043387
0.043381
0.043376
0.043373
0.043365
0.043359
0.043354
0.043349
0.043344
0.04334
0.043333
0.043326
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, ,
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J
0.043322
0.043318
0.043311
0.043302
0.043298
0.043292
0.043288
0.043279
0.043278
0.043278
0.043278
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Iteration
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
D/L
0.043312
0.043316
0.04329
0.043301
0.043284
0.043291
0.043273
0.043278
0.043277
0.043276
0.043276
